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The Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division Newport is pleased to present our 2018 Annual Overview!

In these pages, we have compiled a high-level glimpse of some of the work we do here for the Fleet. Our hard-
working engineers, scientists, technicians, and business professionals contribute greatly to a large number 
of diverse projects that support our Fleet now and into the future. The projects highlighted on these pages 
represent some of the work that we can share with you. 

We’ve had another busy and productive year at Division Newport with notable highlights including a successful 
Harpoon � ring at the Rim of the Paci� c exercise; a visit from the Secretary of the Navy, the Honorable Richard V. 
Spencer; a visit from the Honorable James F. Geurts, Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development, 
and Acquisition; participation in ICEX2018; and support to the USS John Warner. 

Division Newport announced a three-year landmark agreement with the Undersea Technology Innovation 
Consortium of Middletown, RI, to provide cutting-edge undersea and maritime technologies, providing the 
Navy with Other Transaction Authority designed to make delivery of technology and related prototypes faster 
and more e�  cient than traditional federal acquisition requirements might normally permit.

In August, we hosted our fourth Advanced Naval Technology Exercise in partnership with the Commander, 
Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Command and the Southeastern New England Defense Industry 
Alliance. It was the biggest ANTX yet with more than 800 participants, sta� , and attendees observing the 
newest technologies for the Fleet. 

Our educational outreach program continued to be a huge success – not only for Division Newport but also for 
the communities we serve. We also held several job fairs that resulted in on-the-spot o� ers, as we continued to 
recruit the best and brightest from southern New England and the rest of the country. 

While it’s important to highlight the great work we do to support the Navy, we also want to acknowledge 
the workforce – the people who make Division Newport a success. The Annual Overview features some great 
photos of the workforce. Their dedication to the Fleet, their desire to innovate, their determination to � nd the 
best solutions, and the energy they bring to their work is celebrated in these pages. 

CAPT Michael R. Coughlin  
Commanding Offi cer

Ronald A. Vien, SES
Technical Director

Welcome Letter

On the front cover: Ice Exercise supported by Division Newport engineers 
On the back cover: Engineers and technicians prepare for Harpoon launch
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Command Profile

We research, develop, test, evaluate, engineer, analyze, and deliver undersea 
warfare capabilities to expand United States Navy readiness

PEOPLE
Empower our diverse team of

world-class professionals

PROCESS
Optimize speed, agility, and rigor of 

our technical and business processes

RESULTS
Ensure fleet readiness today and 

innovate for next generation 
systems tomorrow

LOE Blue: Strengthen Naval Power at and from the Sea

LOE Green: Achieve High Velocity Outcomes LOE Purple: Expand and Strengthen Our Network of Partners

LOE Gold: Strengthen Our Navy Team for the Future

NUWC Division Newport Strategic Alignment

We research, develop, test, evaluate, engineer, analyze, and deliver undersea 

Undersea Superiority 
Today and Tomorrow

NUWC Division Newport Strategic Alignment

In December, following the release of the National Defense Strategy 
(NDS), VADM Richardson released the Design for Maintaining Maritime 
Superiority 2.0 to orient national security objectives more � rmly toward 
great power competition and to provide updated operational guidance to 
link strategy with execution. The “Achieve High Velocity Learning” Green 
Line of E� ort (LOE) was tightened, focusing on outcomes rather than 
processes. The tasks supporting all of the LOEs were updated to establish 
new and ambitious goals that will spur the Navy to accelerate progress. 

In January 2019, NAVSEA released its Campaign Plan 2.0.  NAVSEA’s vision 
and mandate to expand the Navy’s competitive military advantage remain 
unchanged.  Changes included shifting “Culture of A� ordability” from a 
mission priority to a foundational line of e� ort and adding a new mission 
priority titled “Improve War� ghting Capability of Ships and Systems” as a 
re� ection of the NDS focus to “expand the competitive space by rebuilding 
military readiness as we build a more lethal joint force”. This mission 
priority is focused on both delivering enhanced capability to the Fleet and 
improving the reliability of our new and in-service ships and systems. 

Newport’s strategic alignment to these higher level Navy guidance 
documents was updated and communicated to our workforce. 



Division Newport Named
New Technical Director 

Ronald Vien, an electrical engineer with more the 30 years at Division 
Newport, was selected as the new Technical Director. Vien is the 15th 
Technical Director dating back to 1951 with the establishment of the position 
at the Naval Underwater Ordnance Station, one of the organizations that 
would eventually become Division Newport. 

The selection included appointment to the federal Senior Executive Service 
(SES). The SES includes most managerial, supervisory, and policy positions 
classi� ed above General Schedule grade 15 or equivalent positions in the 
Executive Branch of the Federal Government. SES appointments are roughly 
analogous to � ag and general o�  cers in the armed forces.

Vien began his career in the Submarine Combat Systems Department, where he produced hardware prototypes for both the Los 
Angeles- and Virginia-class submarines. He transferred to the Surface Undersea Warfare Department to become the operations manager 
of the AN/SQQ-89 Surface Ship SONAR System Land-Based Integration Test Site. He also served as head of the Operational Systems 
Engineering Branch, where he managed dual teams in the development, integration, and deployment of surface ship sonar systems and 
the design and development of the SPARTAN Unmanned Surface Vehicle.

Vien, a resident of Westport, Mass., most recently served as the head of the Sensors and Sonar Systems Department at Division Newport, 
where he led a diversi� ed team of more than 600 government and 250 contractor scientists, engineers, and technicians engaged in the 
full spectrum of naval research, development, engineering, and acquisition in pursuit of advancing the state-of-the-art in sensor and 
sonar system designs for naval platforms, o� -board sensors and unmanned systems.

As head of the Sensors and Arrays Division, he provided comprehensive lifecycle system engineering expertise in the roles of systems 
acquisition, technical direction agent, and in-service engineering.

Vien earned bachelor’s degrees in electrical engineering and electrical engineering technology from the University of Massachusetts, 
Dartmouth. He also holds a Master of Business Administration degree from Bryant University and is a 2003 graduate of the O�  ce of 
the Secretary of Defense’s Executive Leadership Development Program. 

Secretary of the Navy Shared
his Priorities with the Workforce
In June, Secretary of the Navy Richard V. Spencer toured Division Newport 
and held an all-hands brie� ng where he discussed his top priorities and 
described his goal to get better solutions to our war� ghters more quickly, 
highlighting the importance of people, capabilities, and processes.

As he addressed the Division Newport workforce, it was abundantly clear 
that those priorities remained at the forefront of his mind.

“Spending time with you all, meeting you all, and seeing what you are 
doing recharges the battery,” Spencer said.  “I mean that sincerely. This is 
exciting work that you are doing right now.”

When describing the timeframe of a project, he used the metaphor of 
rocks in a battle� eld for how to increase e�  ciency. While it may have taken 
great e� orts to overcome or maneuver around these huge rocks, Spencer 
said, in order to improve, project managers need to � nd ways to initially 
remove these rocks altogether.

“My job for you is to get the rocks out of the way,” Spencer said. 
“My job is to open up lanes of maneuvering so we can move quicker.” 
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Division Newport Named

Division News

Ron Vien and his wife Susan

A full house in Chafee Auditorium listened to Spencer’s top priorities
for the Navy.



Successful Harpoon Firing Revitalized Retired Program
The U.S. Submarine Harpoon Demonstration Team led by Division Newport personnel provided direct support to the Chief of Naval 
Operations. Multiple departments at Division Newport collaborated with external entities, including industry partners and many 
of the top-level Navy program o�  ces. The team completed the daunting task of reinvigorating a defunct program; completing all 
requirements; and training Fleet operators on safety, handling, and � ring of a revitalized weapon system — all within a one-year 
timeframe. 

Normally, a task of this magnitude would take approximately two to three years; however, it was the desire of Undersea Warfare 
Enterprise leadership to participate in the annual Rim of the Paci� c Exercise (RIMPAC) 2018 with a live-� re event. This compressed the 
schedule to approximately one year. This task required rapid development and implementation of a project execution plan covering 
systems engineering, integration, testing, logistics, system safety, cybersecurity, alteration development, and installation/Fleet 
engagement.

The live-� re event at RIMPAC 2018 took place in July. The new/old weapon system was successfully loaded, successfully � red, and 
successfully made a direct impact on the target boat – with zero safety issues. 

The Division Newport team took a weapon that had not been � red from a U.S. submarine in more than 20 years, applied all 
programmatic requirements to a legacy system, obtained all system safety and testing approvals ahead of what is considered a 
normal schedule, and demonstrated a signi� cant capability for the U.S. Navy, which now has another payload in its arsenal.

Technicians load the weapon at RIMPAC.

The multi-department team from Division Newport made the Harpoon � ring a success.
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Smerchansky Reinforced
Campaign Plan
Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) Executive Director Jim 
Smerchansky visited Division Newport in February as part of a 
nationwide tour of NAVSEA warfare centers. The day-long visit 
included tours of various departments and brie� ngs on a wide range 
of technologies that addresses undersea warfare and submarine 
operations.

During a Town Hall meeting, Smerchansky said that he was most 
impressed with the people at Division Newport – their attitudes, their 
technical capability, and the culture of innovation at the command. He 
said that he saw aspects of NAVSEA’s Expand the Advantage Campaign 
Plan throughout his visit.

“The things that you do to advance state-of-the-art technology are well beyond what I ever imagined,” Smerchansky said.  “You are the 
organization that is looking beyond the horizon; further than what we can see,” Smerchansky said. “You are looking forward beyond 
what we know today.”

Jim Smerchansky (3rd from left) toured the Rapid Innovation Center.

Smerchansky Reinforced

Division News

Leadership Changes
In 2018, Division Newport promoted several of its scientists and engineers.

Joseph Sheltry was 
selected as Head of 
the Sensors and Sonar 
Systems Department. 

Ben Gauthier  was 
selected as Senior 
Scientist Technical 
Manager of Non-
traditional Sensors and 
Processing Systems

Dave Pistacchio  was 
selected as Senior 
Scientist Technical 
Manager of Undersea 
Sensors Technology

Hector Lopez was 
selected as Head of 
the Undersea Warfare 
Weapons, Vehicles, 
and Defensive Systems 
Department.

John Babb was named 
Division Newport’s 
Deputy Technical 
Director for Technical 
Excellence. 

Rear Adm. Scott Pappano Assumed Command of NUWC Headquarters 
Rear Adm. Scott W. Pappano assumed command of the Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC) in 
December, in a ceremony held at the Washington Navy Yard in Washington, D.C. Pappano relieved Rear Adm. 
Moises DelToro III, who retired after serving as the commander of NUWC since July 2015.

Pappano, a native of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, most recently served as Director, Comprehensive Test 
Facility at the Naval Surface Warfare Center Philadelphia Division. A 1989 graduate of the U.S. Naval 
Academy, Pappano also holds a master’s degree in nuclear engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.  At sea, Pappano served on USS City of Corpus Christi (SSN 705), USS Albuquerque (SSN 706), 
USS Michigan (SSBN 727 Gold), and USS Ohio (SSGN 726). He commanded USS Bu� alo (SSN 715) while 
forward-deployed in Guam.

Rear Adm. Scott Pappano
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Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
Geurts Visited Division Newport
The Honorable James F. Geurts, Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
for Research, Development and Acquisition met with some of 
Division Newport’s brightest minds as he toured the center 
in August. During his visit to Newport, Geurts challenged the 
command and industry to leverage their talent and focus to 
increase naval capabilities. As the Navy’s acquisition executive, 
Geurts has oversight of an annual budget in excess of $60 billion 
and is responsible for equipping and supporting Sailors and 
Marines with the best platforms, systems and technology
as they operate around the globe.

Geurts toured Division Newport and attended a local industry event.

Preparation Key to Accomplishing Missions in the Arctic
Division Newport employees had their skills and ingenuity put to the test as a part of Ice Exercise (ICEX) 2018, held in March. The 
operation is a � ve-week biennial exercise that allows the Navy to assess its operational readiness in the Arctic, increase experience in 
the region, advance understanding of the Arctic environment, and continue to develop relationships with other services, allies,
and partner organizations.

Division Newport personnel were part of the team that included three nations, three submarines — USS Hartford, USS Connecticut, 
and the HMS Trenchant — and more than 100 participants involved in the operation coordinated by the Navy’s Arctic Submarine 
Laboratory in San Diego, Calif.

For the operation, Division Newport employees were split among two camps: one 
was located on the ice � oe at Ice Camp Skate and another group was stationed at 
Prudhoe Bay, which is located on the northern coast of Alaska.

Preparation Key to Accomplishing Missions in the ArcticPreparation Key to Accomplishing Missions in the Arctic
Division Newport employees had their skills and ingenuity put to the test as a part of Ice Exercise (ICEX) 2018, held in March. The 
operation is a � ve-week biennial exercise that allows the Navy to assess its operational readiness in the Arctic, increase experience in 
the region, advance understanding of the Arctic environment, and continue to develop relationships with other services, allies,
and partner organizations.

Division Newport personnel were part of the team that included three nations, three submarines — USS Hartford, USS Connecticut, 
and the HMS Trenchant — and more than 100 participants involved in the operation coordinated by the Navy’s Arctic Submarine 
Laboratory in San Diego, Calif.

For the operation, Division Newport employees were split among two camps: one 
was located on the ice � oe at Ice Camp Skate and another group was stationed at 
Prudhoe Bay, which is located on the northern coast of Alaska.

Preparation Key to Accomplishing Missions in the ArcticPreparation Key to Accomplishing Missions in the Arctic

Engineers from Division Newport contributed to the success of ICEX 2018.
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Division Newport Employees Learned Inclusion Strategies
More than two dozen Division Newport employees gathered with leaders from across the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) in 
December to focus on strategies to create an inclusive environment for all to reach their leadership potential during “Leadership in 
a Diverse Environment Event (LDEE) II: Inclusion for Success.” The event, organized by the NAVSEA Warfare Centers, was held at the 
National Conference Center in Leesburg, Va.

The two-day event featured speakers from the military, other government, industry, and academia to help equip more than 200 “change 
agents” — ranging from current leaders to those who aspire to lead in many capacities — with the tools and strategies to grow a more 
diverse, inclusive environment in support of NAVSEA’s and the warfare centers’ missions, and as part of the One Navy Team.

The event built on the success of last year’s inaugural LDEE and was aimed at building and maintaining a highly skilled workforce with 
ready access to a dynamic leadership pipeline. Inclusion as an enabler for mission success was a common refrain throughout the event, 
along with individual accountability. 

Assistant Secretary of 
the Navy for Research, 
Development & 
Acquisition James 
Geurts, one of the LDEE 
keynote speakers, urged 
attendees to always 
consider the question, 
“What are you doing 
with the battlespace you 
own?” He encouraged 
attendees to be creative 
in their approaches to 
working with or around 
obstacles. 

Division Newport Employees Learned Division Newport Employees Learned Inclusion Strategies

Division News

Newport’s LDEE participants

Division Newport Representatives Serve on 
NAVSEA’s Inclusion and Engagement Council
The Naval Sea System Command’s (NAVSEA) Inclusion and Engagement Council 
is a 25-member panel charged with advising and assisting NAVSEA in recruiting, 
retraining and recognizing achievement, and professionally developing a diverse, 
high-performing workforce that enables and promotes excellence and inclusion. This 
embodies the NAVSEA Campaign Plan to “Expand the Advantage,” by focusing on the 
“force behind the Fleet” — the people. 

According to NAVSEA Executive Director Jim Smerchansky, “This council will 
help eliminate barriers in building and maintaining a workforce that accepts 
people from all walks of life so we can focus on our mission. By removing 
social pains and the concept of insiders and outsiders, we can put our full 
focus on our jobs.”

Smerchansky stressed the important role mentorship plays in inclusion 
and engagement — particularly in helping people to grow. Part of 
that will require introspection from employees to seek out their biases 
— both conscious and unconscious. There are a number of ways the 
council intends to achieve their goals -- hosting guest speakers, holding 
awareness campaigns and focus groups, broadening recruitment, 
soliciting feedback and providing NAVSEA leadership with tools to be 
implemented enterprise-wide.

Engineer serves on inclusion council.
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Workshop on Deaf Culture Presented as Part of National Disability 
Employment Awareness Month 
To recognize National Disability Employment Awareness Month, Division Newport hosted “Deaf Culture and the Workplace” in 
October. The brie� ng was aimed at encouraging a greater understanding of the deaf community and its culture, especially at work. 

Diana Kautzky, president and owner of Deaf Services 
Unlimited, a 22-year-old company that is contracted to provide 
American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters for the Command, 
spoke as a Division Newport employee signed during the 
presentation. 

She noted that Division Newport has been hiring deaf people 
longer than most government organizations she has visited. 
In describing the basics of ASL, Kautzky explained relevant 
terminology. The word “deaf” or “hard of hearing” should be 
used, not “hearing impaired.” People who are not deaf or hard 
of hearing are “hearing people,” she said.

Kautzky’s advice for interacting with a deaf person at work 
includes making eye contact and using an interpreter for 
conversation. She recommends alternative communication 
options, such as tablets, text, or paper. Ask the individual how 
best to communicate and avoid actions that seem to exclude, 
she said.

Workshop on Deaf Culture Presented as Part of National Disability Workshop on Deaf Culture Presented as Part of National Disability 

Nearly 300 Division Newport Employees
Toured Ships Docked at Pier 2

Brief taught employees about deaf culture.

Employees toured ships during lunch breaks.

Engineer serves on inclusion council.
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The bridge of the USNS City of Bismarck provides 
a good view of the USS New York and NUWC 
Division Newport. Nearly 300 Division Newport 
employees toured the ships and the USS Lassen 
at Naval Station Newport’s Pier 2 in September. 
The ships were in port as part of the Naval War 
College’s 23rd International Seapower Symposium.

The tour began in the 1,465 square-meter main 
vehicle storage area that has a movable ramp that 
allows direct access to the � ight deck, where on 
this day a MV-22 Osprey was parked.

A 509-foot Arleigh Burke-class guided missile destroyer, the Lassen was commissioned on April 21, 2001. After boarding, employees 
made their way toward the bow where an o�  cer described the radar, navigation, and weapons capabilities of the Lassen. The tour 
continued around the outside deck of the ship and toward the stern, where on the � ight deck employees got an up-close look at a SH-
60 Seahawk helicopter. A quick walk through the interior of the ship concluded the tour. 

Docked at the end of Pier 2 was the USNS City of Bismarck (T-EPF-9), the ninth expeditionary fast transport to be built — 12 are 
planned — in the Spearhead class. Much like its name suggests, the ship is designed to get a lot of cargo to its destination quickly, as 
the 358-foot long Bismarck has a top speed of over 50 knots and a 20,000 square-foot mission bay.

Guests continued through the interior of the boat with stops at the medical bay, mess deck and main passenger transport area, which 
resembles a larger version of a ferry’s passenger area. The tour concluded on the bridge with a discussion with the Bismarck’s captain 
and a general tutorial on how the ship is steered.



Visitors
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Mr. James Smerchansky
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Senator Jack Reed

Ambassador to Australia, The Honorable Joe Hockey The Honorable Richard Spencer

Mr. Brian Howes
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Mr. Matthew Garner, SES

SES Michael McClatchey and SES Donald Ho� er

The Honorable James Guerts

RADM John Tammen

VADM Phillip Sawyer

RADM Jens NyvKvistt, Head of Swedish Navy

VADM Michael Noonan, Head of Royal Australian Navy



Advanced Naval Technology Exercise Connected Technologies
to Fleet Operators
Division Newport hosted the 2018 Advanced Naval Technology Exercise (ANTX) Human Machine Interaction (HMI 18) in August at its 
Narragansett Bay Test Facility (NBTF). The goals for ANTX: collaboration, innovation, and � eet feedback. 

ANTX HMI 18 was the largest ANTX event hosted at Division Newport in terms of the number of participants, vehicles, and 
technologies since the exercise series began in 2015. This exercise involved more than 55 participants from industry, academia, and 
government, as well as Fleet personnel who provided critical feedback to participants.

Consistent with the human machine interaction theme, participants identi� ed science and technologies that enable or achieve 
coordinated detection, localization, tracking, and/or targeting for undersea, surface, and air environments. With this focus in mind, the 
exercise explored ways in which these technologies enable human trust in machines to support operational decision-making.
Division Newport partnered with the Commander, Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Command (CNMOC) located in Stennis, 
Miss. CNMOC conducted operational exercises as part of ANTX HMI 18 throughout the summer. 

The ANTX Execution Team, participants and Division Newport leadership celebrate a job well done.

InnovationInnovation

Senator Sheldon Whitehouse and Congressman James Langevin attended ANTX 2018.
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Advanced Naval Technology Exercise Connected Technologies
to Fleet Operators
Technologies at ANTX HMI18 ran the gamut of � rst-of-its-kind technologies to commercial-o� -the-shelf products while participants 
included both large and small companies, government, and academia. 

Feedback was provided from both a Fleet/operational perspective as well as a technical perspective. For an operational perspective, 
a team of 18 represented Unmanned Underwater Vehicle Squadron, O�  ce of Naval Research/Naval Research Laboratory (ONR/NRL), 
Marine Corps War� ghting Lab, NUWC military detachment, Special Operations Command, OPNAV N81, and CNMOC. For a technical 
perspective, a team of 17 represented ONR/NRL, OPNAV N8, CNMOC, and all of the Division Newport technical codes.

Participants toured the Narragansett Bay Test Facility in February.

Snapshot from ANTX 2018. Recording the ANTX video. Unmanned vehicles

Snapshots from ANTX 2018

Advanced Naval Technology Exercise Connected TechnologiesAdvanced Naval Technology Exercise Connected Technologies

Carbon Nanotube Technology Demonstrated During ANTX 2018
As demonstrated at ANTX HMI 18, scientists and engineers with the Energy and Propulsion Branch worked with scientists in the 
Sensors and Sonar Systems Department to develop carbon nanotube (CNT)-based transducers as a possible cost-e� ective transmitter. 
These essentially disposable devices are lead-free, lightweight, low-volume, and can be tuned to operate over a wide range of 
frequencies. The CNT-based thermophone showed potential for a new and advanced class of underwater acoustic transduction 
devices and was rated the highest among all ANTX HMI 18 technologies for being the most innovative. The Energy and Propulsion 
team also partnered with industry to place the thermophone inside an unmanned undersea vehicle. The pings from the thermophone 
inside the UUV were “loud and clear,” according to the ANTX HMI 18 test lead. While very promising, the technology is still in a very 
nascent stage and may require rethinking conventional transduction concepts and redesigning the transducers and systems. 
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Innovation Event 
Highlighted Di� usion
of Technology, Ideas
In March, scientists and engineers from across 
the Naval Research and Development Enterprise 
took part in the Di� usion and Adoption of 
Innovation Studio Summit (DAISS) sponsored 
by Division Newport’s “NUWC University” in 
conjunction with the Naval War College. The 
event supported strategic guidance from the 
Chief of Naval Operations and the Chief of Naval 
Research calling for the accelerated adoption of 
innovation — speci� cally, the challenge for the 
Northeast Region to collaborate with industry 
and academic partners.

Speakers from NUWC, the Naval War College, the Undersea War� ghting Development Command, other Navy organizations, industry, 
and academia addressed the undersea warfare community’s need to increase di� usion and adoption of undersea technology with a 
focus on rapidly adapting to a complex, geo-political environment.
The Summit’s goals:

 • Characterize the underlying tenets for successful di� usion and adoption of technology
 • Categorize appropriate areas for accelerated di� usion and adoption
 • Identify ways to build capacity and learn how  much is needed for rapid di� usion and adoption
 • Determine what steps can change the Navy’s approach to di� usion and adoption. 

By the end of the workshop, participants had a better understanding about innovation being the adoption of a new practice
in a community.

Research and Development Personnel Took on Machine Learning 
Members of the Naval Research & Development 
Enterprise took part in the Machine Learning (ML) 
Summit in February. Participants from Division 
Newport, Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) 
Carderock Division, NSWC Corona Division, NSWC 
Crane Division, NSWC Dahlgren Division, NUWC 
Keyport Division and Space and Naval Warfare Systems 
Command Systems (SPAWAR) Center Paci� c gathered 
in the Rapid Innovation Center (RIC) to share insights 
and examples of what kind of ML work is going on at 
their commands.

The computer science discipline of ML has 
“experienced rapid advancements over the past few 
years due to the advancements in ML algorithms, the 
abundance of cheap and fast computing devices, and the access to tremendous amounts of data,” according to the ML Innovation 
Event Guidebook. “The Navy seeks to take advantage of the ML constructs and their application to war� ghting domains.”  The ML 
Summit had three goals: share, explore, and collaborate. 

The high-velocity learning event was designed to bring together ML researchers from the NAVSEA and SPAWAR Systems Commands 
to discuss the state of ML at their commands, gain industry perspective, and work together to solve problems and propose 
collaborative projects.

Team learned how to communicate ideas to accelerate innovation.

This cross-NRDE team met to take on
the Navy’s next challenge - Machine Learning.

Innovation Event 

Innovation
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Innovation Lab Collaborated on Training Technology
Commander, Submarine Force Paci� c Fleet’s (CSP) Innovation Laboratory, or iLab, traveled to Division Newport in February to 
demonstrate their technologies in the Undersea Collaboration and Technology Outreach Center. The team from Pearl Harbor set up 
their Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality (VR) equipment and invited representatives from each department to use the equipment 
and discuss ideas and possibly assist with technology development. 

Some of iLab’s projects include Ocean Lens, an internal investment project based on Fleet feedback that allows the Sailor to see 
information in a more intuitive way. Ocean Lens includes bathymetry and topology and uses an immersive 3D environment with data 
overlays including shipping tra�  c, air tra�  c, and acoustic propagation. Project Manifest is a hands-free virtual program of shipboard 
step-by-step instructions, maintenance, inspections, and other complex tasks. The Virginia Payload Tube (VPT) Virtual Trainer provides 
training time on VPT hardware using VR. 

Team Assisted Marines with Testing Technologies 
for the Urban Battle� eld 
A team from Division Newport helped the U.S. Marine Corps with planning for the 2018 Urban 5th Generation (U5G) Marine Advanced 
Naval Technology Exercise (ANTX). Planning began in July with the establishment of the team and then ramped up in January until the 
exercise, which was held in March at the Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton in San Diego, Calif.  

Operational and technical teams, with clearly de� ned roles and responsibilities, brought their shared expertise together and worked 
directly with the Marines to help accomplish this goal. The Division Newport team, along with a technical team from Naval Research and 
Development Establishment, were there to help the U5G ANTX operational team.

The impetus for the U5G ANTX was that small tactical units in the Marine Corps are not 
properly manned, trained, or equipped to deal with future conventional or hybrid threats 
in the complex terrain of urban areas. Operational assessments were conducted by the 
Marine Corps; technical assessments were conducted by subject matter experts in each of 
the capability areas. With rapid acquisition a consideration, those technologies assessed as 
deployable in the next year were mapped to their operational assessment.

New technologies became a hands-on display at ilab demonstration.

A team from Division Newport briefed the workforce on the Marine Corps exercise.

Innovation Lab Collaborated on Training TechnologyInnovation Lab Collaborated on Training Technology
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Biological Research Community of Interest Aimed
at Sharing Ideas Among Scientists, Engineers 
A biological research community of interest recently was formed at Division Newport to bring 
together scientists and engineers who are involved in basic and applied biological research. 
Its purpose is to learn about current research, discuss applicability to NUWC and the Navy 
missions, and foster collaboration. More than 25 attendees discussed future topics, lessons 
learned from the bio-inspired technology community of interest, and ideas for external 
collaborators. 

Researchers draw design solutions from nature for everything from bullet trains and 
windmills, to sonar and Velcro, said one community member, but science has been 
limited to a handful of specimens for research. Invited speakers with similar 
presentations will be part of future meetings of the community.

Automated Contract Management System
Rolled out to Warfare Centers
In 1999, a team of Division Newport computer scientists developed the Electronic Cost Reporting and Financial Tracking (eCRAFT) to 
help Contracting O�  cer’s Representatives compare contractor charges against funding plans. In 2014, Donald McCormack, Executive 
Director of the Warfare Centers, saw the value in eCRAFT’s features and directed that the system — which had been cited as a best 
practice by NAVSEA’s Contracts Directorate — be implemented across all Warfare Center Divisions to enhance and streamline contract 
surveillance and performance monitoring. 

In order to properly roll out the system, the legacy 
eCRAFT program needed modernization. The � rst 
order of business was de� ning requirements. Once 
requirements were developed, a business case 
analysis was submitted to the Navy for approval. 
Some of the enhancements include a new user 
interface, obtaining authoritative contract data to 
signi� cantly reduce data entry, and data � ltering to 
ensure need-to-know access. In June 2016, the team 
began updating eCRAFT software, known as eCRAFT 
Enterprise (E2). 

The goals of the system were twofold: Help prevent 
fraud, waste, and abuse; and identify the level of 
e� ort for the types of services being provided for 
each contract. On schedule and under budget, E2 
was completed in October 2017 and released in 
February 2018. Soon, all 10 NAVSEA Warfare Center 
Divisions will be using E2 for post-award contract 
management.

The eCRAFT team developed a new system and a best practice.

This sharing event was an excellent opportunity to gather like-minded researchers.

Biological Research Community of Interest AimedBiological Research Community of Interest Aimed

Collaboration
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Division Newport Partnered with Rhode Island Consortium
for Faster Undersea Technology Development
Sen. Jack Reed, Rep. Jim Langevin and Division Newport announced a three-year landmark agreement with the Undersea Technology 
Innovation Consortium to prototype cutting-edge undersea and maritime technology. The agreement allows for an estimated $20 
million to be distributed annually to technology companies through the management � rm Advanced Technology International.

This award established the state as the Department of Defense focal point for undersea and maritime technology innovation with 
particular focus on undersea vehicles, sensors and sonars, payloads, communications, electronic warfare and applicable enabling 
technologies such as quantum computing and advanced materials.

The Other Transaction Authority 
(OTA) agreement allows for 
extensions on options for up to 
10 years and it is a legally binding 
instrument used to engage 
industry and academia for a broad 
range of prototyping activities. 
OTAs allow for much greater speed, 
� exibility and accessibility in 
performing prototyping activities. 
The ultimate goal is to deliver the 
needed innovative solutions to 
the men and women of our armed 
forces via a faster process. 

Working Group Shared Research
on Power and Energy
In September, the Interagency Advanced Power Group (IAPG) held its semi-
annual Chemical Working Group and Safety Panel Meeting at Division Newport. 
Representatives from Naval Sea Systems Command, Navy Warfare Centers, Naval 
Research Laboratory, O�  ce Of Naval Research, Army, Air Force, Department 
of Energy, Department of Homeland Security, Department Of Transportation, 
Federal Aviation Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
and National Laboratories, as well as allied partners from the United Kingdom, 
Canada, and Norway gathered for briefs and discussions focused on the safety 
and performance of power sources such as lithium batteries and fuel cells. 

Celebrating its 60th anniversary this year, the IAPG is a Federal membership 
organization dedicated to the facilitation of information exchange in areas of 
advanced power technology. The group emphasizes program coordination and 
dissemination of technical information among the member organizations to 
increase the e� ectiveness of government programs, avoid duplication, identify 
technology gaps, and maximize success in research e� orts in the � elds of 
advanced power. The meeting at Division Newport was their largest audience 
since these working groups began. What started as a group focused on lithium 
battery safety and performance has since expanded its portfolio to include fuel 
cells and capacitors. With the continued electri� cation of existing hardware and 
the proliferation of electronic devices, IAPG will continue to play an important 
support role in the deployment of safe and cost e� ective power sources 
throughout the Navy and other Government organizations.

Working Group Shared ResearchWorking Group Shared Research
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Collaboration

Warfare Center CHENGs Met at Division Newport to Discuss 
Expanding the Advantage
Chief engineers (CHENG) from nine of the 10 warfare centers converged 
at Division Newport for face-to-face meetings in October to discuss topics 
critical to expanding the advantage, a reference to NAVSEA’s action plan 
through 2020.

Each of the three days focused on a speci� c theme, beginning with 
risk management, followed by metrics and then model-based systems 
engineering (MBSE). After broaching a topic each morning, representatives 
proceeded to discuss what is being done at their respective warfare center 
in an e� ort to discern the best ways to promote positive change in each area 
throughout the command.  

“The Navy has to be able to rely on us for true technical answers,”  Division Newport Technical Director Ron Vien said. “The role I see 
that chief engineers have is critical because CHENGs really are driving the technical excellence.”

While the meetings did focus on some speci� c goals, as a whole the three-day event served as an example of NAVSEA Warfare 
Centers’  “One Team”  initiative that encourages all warfare center employees to consider themselves as part of one larger team, rather 
than 10 separate entities.

Innovation Event Provided New Ideas for Range Security
In December in the Rapid Innovation Center, Division Newport hosted an innovation event in support of the Advanced Naval Technology 
Exercise 2019. “Hack the Range” included 50 participants, facilitators, subject matter experts, and judges from all departments. The goal 
of the event was to generate ideas for securing Navy test ranges. Winning ideas would have the opportunity to submit a quad chart for 
consideration for funding and the possibility of demonstrating their idea at ANTX 2019. 

The ANTX team worked with the Ranges, Engineering and Analysis Department to develop the problem statement which focused on 
improving range security. 

Two information sessions prior to the event inspired participants to formulate ideas before “Hack the Range” began. The participants 
wrote down their ideas and one by one pitched their solutions to the crowd. Everyone was then invited to use red stickers to vote for the 
idea they wanted to explore. This voting brought forth ideas with teams of six or seven engineers or scientists ready to get to work. The 
� ve teams used PowerPoint, LEGOs, drawings, and crafting materials to represent their ideas. By the end of day one, they were ready for 
the “Attack and Defend” portion where a representative from each team explained their team’s idea to a group of participants prepared to 
constructively critique those ideas; the goal is to help teams develop their concepts even more in preparation for � nal judging. 

After all presentations were completed and the judges convened to calculate scoring, the winner was Team RAD, with Team CHAOS 
coming in second. Both teams were invited to submit a 219 Workforce Development proposal for follow-on funding.

CHENG meeting discussion.

Hackathon teams innovated for two days.
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Division Newport Outlined Policy
on Creating Employee Organizations 
A new instruction recently released by Division Newport outlined the 
policy on employee organizations (EO). More speci� cally, Instruction 
1225.1 identi� ed the Command procedures for providing support to and 
communicating with EOs in order to exchange information and matters of 
mutual concern with one another.

“Employee organizations o� er another great way for our team members to 
communicate with one another,” Division Newport Commanding O�  cer 
Capt. Mike Coughlin said. “These groups increase the opportunities for 
networking, learning and mentoring while also possessing the possibility of 
improving employee morale.” 

An EO is de� ned as an organization, other than a labor group, that can provide information, views and services that will improve 
agency operations, personnel management, and/or employee e� ectiveness. Examples of groups that could apply to be an EO are the 
New Professional Network, Women in Engineering and Science and a mindfulness group that hosts weekly meditation meetings.
These groups, which are subject to approval by the Human Resources O�  cer (HRO), Corporate Operations Department Head, and 
Commanding O�  cer, may not discriminate in terms of membership or treatment because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, 
age, genetic information, prior EEO activity, sexual orientation, or handicapping condition.

Administrated by the HRO, this instruction applies to all Division Newport employees, but does not cover EOs a�  liated with labor 
organizations or non-federal entities (NFEs). EOs also must not form for the purposes of promoting political positions or opposing 
other EOs.

Division Newport’s Cyber Red Team Won Big at Cyber Hacking Event 
A team of Division Newport employees won � rst place in their division during a computer hacking event held in September 2018.

As one of NAVSEA’s dedicated Cyber Red Teams across the warfare centers, the group was tasked with emulating an adversary’s 
tactics, techniques, and procedures for speci� c missions and goals to test both the resiliency of a system to cyberattacks and the 
ability and skillset of the operators to respond. 

The Division Newport team attended two training courses from the SANS Institute, which consisted of eight 13-hour days that 
included morning sessions and guest speakers in the afternoon followed by an evening session. Two of the evening sessions consisted 
of the computer and network security challenge to test team skills known as the SANS Core NetWars competition. 

Core NetWars is a computer and network security challenge designed to test a participant’s cyber experience and skills in a safe, 
controlled environment. Teams face o�  in a race to crack passwords, discover hidden and encrypted keys, and hack networks to attain 
the most points within the given timeframe.

The Core NetWars Experience consists of an interactive, internet-
based environment for computer attacks and analyzing defenses. It is 
designed to be accessible to a broad level of players’ skill ranges and 
specialties and includes � ve levels each increasing in di�  culty: Local 
Machine, Escalate to Root, Attack a DMZ, Pivot onto Intranet, and 
Master Domain in Castle vs. Castle. The competition included multiple 
computers and networks, password hacking, network tra�  c, and 
packet analysis and hacking systems to score points in a timed event.

The Division Newport team, called BitsPlease, competed in the First 
Timer’s division and won � rst place. As winners of the event, the team 
was invited to play in the Core NetWars Tournament of Champions 
during the SANS Cyber Defense Initiative Conference in December 
2018. 

Division Newport’s Cyber Red Team Won Big at Cyber Hacking Event Division Newport’s Cyber Red Team Won Big at Cyber Hacking Event 

Division Newport’s winning team.
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Division Newport Employees 
Earned Degrees, Certi� cates
from Naval Postgraduate School
Each of the speakers at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) 
Distance Learning Program graduation ceremony discussed the 
di�  cult balancing act that the 39 Division Newport employees 
had to perform while managing their coursework, professions, 
and personal lives. 

 “This is a big celebration here today to honor your 
accomplishments and e� orts,” Capt. Michael R. Coughlin told the 
graduates. “I’m humbled by all the work you do for our warfare 
center on a daily basis and I’m always amazed that you’re able to 
do this academic work all at the same time.”

The NPS established in 1909, provides relevant and unique advanced education and research programs to commissioned o�  cers of the 
naval service and select federal civilians. NPS o� ers programs of academic excellence and relevant, meritorious research which support 
the needs of the Navy and Department of Defense. Through both resident and distance-learning graduate education, enrolled students 
participate in advanced executive and professional development programs at the country’s premier defense and security-oriented 
graduate university.

Division Newport has been participating in academic programs at NPS for more than two decades, and students have bene� ted from 
unique learning opportunities, empowering graduates to apply their learning directly to the security and superiority of the U.S. military.

There are currently 49 students enrolled in various distance learning programs at NPS from Division Newport. More programs will be 
announced to the workforce in � scal year 2019. Selections are competitive and only command-endorsed nominees are eligible to apply.

Division Newport O� ered Advanced Degree Opportunities
In January, the Workforce Development Branch Head issued an all-hands email announcing the Academic Degree Training Program 
(ADTP), and that applications were being sought for those seeking to further degrees in the � elds of electrical engineering; 
mechanical engineering; systems engineering; computer science/computer engineering; chemistry; physics; mathematics; 
information technology; operations research; and business. 

Through its Fellowship and ADTP, Division Newport provided funding for 143 employees to further their educational pursuits in � scal 
year 2018.

The Fellowships and ADTP each align with the Division Newport vision of developing a workforce inspired to embrace the 
extraordinary careers and opportunities within the organization. These programs give employees the tools, training and resources to 
e� ectively perform their jobs, while also providing opportunities to grow professionally, advance in their careers and pursue degrees 
aligned to critical Division needs.
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New grads with advanced degrees.

Snapshots from the Naval Postgraduate School graduation.
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200 Division Newport Employees
Participated in First ‘Bring
a Co-Worker to Work Day’ 

‘The Knot’ Tied Employees Together Through Storytelling
About Experiences
Performing their jobs under pressure to directly impact the war� ghter was the common theme that connected the stories from “The Knot: 
Stories from the Workforce that Tie Us Together,”  a storytelling event held in Chafee Auditorium.

Five Division Newport employees shared experiences of times in which they conquered challenges during the � rst-ever speaker series 
modeled after the National Public Radio series “The Moth: True Stories Told Live.” A near-capacity crowd packed the auditorium for the event.

Whether it was assisting the Army in a forward-deployed location or repairing a sonar system on an Arleigh Burke-class destroyer in the 
Indian Ocean, each Division Newport employee had to think quickly and act e�  ciently in order to accomplish their mission.
As Technical Director Ron Vien noted, “The Knot” also serves as an example for other members of the workforce.

“The Knot is a shining example of High Velocity Learning,”  Vien said.  “I am committed to High Velocity Learning and I am an advocate for 
sharing lessons learned.”

“The goal is to help people understand what the other departments do and get excited about and proud of the impact we have on the 
Fleet,” said one the organizers. “If the workforce is sharing and networking and working together, the output of the work from NUWC 
Newport will continue to improve.”

200 Division Newport Employees200 Division Newport Employees

In August, about 200 employees ranging from new hires to 
veterans took advantage of the opportunity to see a greater 
scope of what Division Newport does at the � rst “Bring a 
Co-Worker to Work Day.” Based on the model of the 
Division Newport’s annual “Bring a Child to Work Day,” 
employees chose from 15 possible tours that were 
representative of all of departments. 

The day-long event gave employees a new opportunity to see what happens outside their departments.

“The Knot” storytellers and organizers put on an excellent learning event.
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Workforce Development

This open house informed the workforce of the sta� , equipment, and capabilities of the Command’s Chem Lab.

This well-attended training session prepared engineers for the rigors of the TEMPALT data package.
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Chem Lab Open House Shared Capabilities with Workforce
In June, the Energy and Propulsion Branch hosted an Open House to bring in the Division Newport workforce to see their 
equipment, meet the sta� , and learn more about the services provided by the Chem Lab. These services include X-ray di� raction, gas 
chromatography, surface area analysis, � uidic characterization, electrochemical deposition, and analytical chemical analysis. Ongoing 
Chem Lab projects include battery characterization, the use of alternate materials to provide power to vehicles, and applying 
fundamental science to support Fleet issues. Visitors got to see the specialized scienti� c equipment including the scanning electron 
microscope, heating equipment, and fuel cell stacks. Small posters detailing some of the Chem Lab’s projects created a self-guided 
tour during the Open House and the sta�  provided demos and answered questions from the visitors. 

NUWC University Hosted Popular TEMPALT Training 
In May, Division Newport’s NUWC University held an intensive, four-day training for Temporary Alteration (TEMPALT) development. 
The popular course, which often has a waiting list, featured 23 instructors covering the wide spectrum of safety, compliance, and 
other topics that make a successful � rst-pass acceptance of a TEMPALT data package. The course focuses on the TEMPALT process from 
initial idea conception, thorough Technical Data Package development, and ultimately installation and test on platforms. 

To promote High Velocity Learning (HVL), NUWC University invited engineers from across NAVSEA to attend the well-known training 
including Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Naval Surface Warfare Center Dam Neck Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock 
Division, and PMS 394.

Instructors stressed the importance of getting a � rst-pass acceptance in order to get gear on boats faster. 

“Make sure it’s right the � rst time,” said one instructor. “It’s about following the design and getting it 
implemented correctly. Don’t let the fact that we have higher standards get in the way of getting technology 
out to the war� ghter.”



Dr. Steven Spear Lectured at Division Newport
In November, Dr. Steven Spear, a senior lecturer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and noted author of “The High 
Velocity Edge,” visited Division Newport for meetings with the Command’s High Velocity Learning (HVL) Team and a speaking 
engagement with the workforce. 

Chafee Auditorium was � lled to capacity for Spear’s lecture, which included several anecdotes and examples of how private industry 
utilized HVL methods in order to improve as companies. 

“It is not enough to just openly acknowledge the problem,” 
Spear explained, “but the way in which an organization 
learns at speed is also critical.”

In addition to reviewing parts of Division Newport’s HVL 
plan, team members asked Spear a series of questions 
on what other organizations have done to become HVL 
organizations. 

Besides the full house at Division Newport, the event 
was also broadcast to the Naval Surface Warfare Center 
Panama City Division via teleconferencing.

Dr. Steven Spear Lectured at Division NewportDr. Steven Spear Lectured at Division Newport

MIT professor and author Dr. Steven Spear answered questions
from the workforce following his lecture.

Panelists O� ered Advice, Experience on Important Role of Mentors
Division Newport employees participated in a Mentoring Panel Discussion held in March. The panel featured the technical project 
manager of Surface Ship Undersea Warfare, the head of the Undersea Defense and Intelligence Support Systems Division, the head of 
the Systems Design and Development Branch, and the head of the Surface Ship and Aviation Systems Division. The panelists touched 
on a number of themes throughout the hour-long discussion, but each agreed a mentor or two has played a critical part in their careers. 
For those looking to utilize mentorship as a means to grow in one’s current position or into a new one, the group o� ered a few options, 
including � eld team assignments, talking to one’s supervisor, or the Knowledge Management Initiative forums. They cited formal 
mentorship opportunities through Total Workforce Management Services Mentor Match Tool as another opportunity. The panelists also 
encouraged those on hand to be mindful of their surroundings, as one does not always understand the repercussions of their actions. 

A panel discussion and a speed mentoring session informed the workforce of great opportunities.
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Educational Outreach Programs
The goal of Division Newport’s Educational Outreach Program (EOP) is to supplement the science, technology, engineering, 
mathematics (STEM), and education of area students with innovative and interactive programs, including the Newport, Rhode Island 
and nearby New Bedford, Massachusetts school districts, under-performing, inner-city districts with a racially and socioeconomically 
diverse population in need of Navy resources. 

Students interested in STEM can become a generation of mathematicians, scientists, 
and engineers who can develop new technologies and critical solutions.  Sparking 
that interest is vital to the growth of these professions.  By helping K-12 
students learn new concepts and by having Navy scientists and engineers 
demonstrate applications of these concepts, Division Newport’s EOP 
encourages students to pursue these � elds of study.  For the Division 
Newport volunteers/mentors, the EOP provides an opportunity to 
share their knowledge and inspire new ideas. The EOP connects with 
students when they are young and when they are forming opinions 
and developing interests. 

The EOP has been in operation long enough that some of the 
children who were taught in middle school have become Division 
Newport employees. More than 5,000 students bene� t directly and 
immediately from Division Newport’s EOP, with the greatest bene� t 
being extra-curricular activities centered on math and science at no 
cost to the school district. Each year for the past decade, about 200 
Division Newport employees have taken part in these programs, 
donating more than 6,500 hours. Depending on the activity, 
volunteers can work with students up to 15 hours a week on EOP-
distinct program categories. Program volunteers demonstrate their 
commitment to knowledge-sharing and character-building and 
the message extended to the students is that science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics are not only an essential part of 
everyday life, but are viable career options, all while focusing on 
Navy-relevant technology.

Educational Outreach ProgramsEducational Outreach Programs

Outreach/Recruiting

Highlights from the 2018 Bring a Child to Work Day.
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Math Counts Event

Educational Outreach Programs (cont.)
Examples of the exceptional work performed by Division Newport’s EOP include:

Science Fairs: Division Newport professionals act as judges for local science fairs and interact directly with students, asking important 
questions and providing guidance on how to improve their experiments and studies. 

Greenlight for Girls: Hands-on science and engineering (S&E) workshops for young women from at-risk middle schools in Rhode 
Island and Massachusetts. Support sta�  are all female engineers and scientists to support positive role models for the young women. 

FIRST:  For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology (FIRST) o� ers Kindergarten through 12th grade competitive robotics 
programs that educate students in the design, building, and programming of robots to compete in yearly challenges. Division Newport 
participates in all four programs: FIRST Lego League (FLL), FLL Jr., FIRST Tech Challenge, and FIRST Robotics Competition.   

MATHCOUNTS: MATHCOUNTS is a national enrichment club and competition program that promotes middle school mathematics 
achievement through grassroots involvement. Students participate in fun and challenging math problems and games that 
further their foundational understanding of science, math, and engineering while Division Newport provides mentors and hosts 
competitions at participating schools. 

SeaPerch: Students build an underwater robot from a kit comprised of low-cost, easily accessible parts, following a curriculum that 
teaches basic S&E concepts with a marine engineering theme. Students follow steps to assemble the remotely operated vehicle, to 
test it, and launch their vehicles. Division Newport participation includes several SeaPerch after-school programs, hosting regional 
challenges, involvement in the international competition, technical direction, and teacher trainings. 

STEM in a Box: Division Newport’s Educational Outreach programs bring hands-on STEM activities to groups of local students. 
Scientists and engineers present classes in areas such as engineering, biology, chemistry, geology, physics, math, and engineering. 

SeaLab: SeaLab is New Bedford’s marine science education 
program. Division Newport personnel work with each 4th and 
5th grade class to explore density, buoyancy, and robotics 
– examining in detail the physics and engineering involved. 
During the summer, the program focuses on robotics for 9th 
grade students. 

University Technical Assistance Projects (UTAP): UTAP 
provides high school students an opportunity to participate in 
an engineering project under the mentorship of engineering 
professionals. Students learn valuable problem-solving and 
teamwork skills while gaining exposure to algebra, acoustics, 
hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, robotics, oceanography, physics, 
and computer science while they develop and program an 
aquatic remotely operated vehicle.

Learning about torpedoes.
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Kids Learned What Happens 
When Their Parents Go To Work
Aimed at familiarizing children with careers in science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics, Bring a Child to Work Day has been held at Division Newport 
since 2000. The day includes presentations on unmanned undersea vehicles, 
periscope imaging, marine mammals, underwater acoustics, missile and torpedo 
operations, and other ways that Division Newport supports the mission of the 
U.S. Navy. Facility tours, science experiments, and virtual world and robotic 
demonstrations are some of the ways the children are engaged. 

This year, children learned how to fold American � ags amid a steady wind and 
temperatures in the upper 30s. A few undeterred by the cold stuck around 
after the ceremony to ask Sailors questions, while others headed elsewhere to 
check out some of the other 38 events planned for the nearly 700 children who 
participated in the day.

A fun day of exhibits and science.

Division Newport Hosted College Students for NEEC Day
Naval Engineering Education Consortium (NEEC) Day at Division 
Newport brought together students, professors and NUWC mentors 
for presentations and tours in March. Students from the University 
of Rhode Island, Boston University, University of Massachusetts — 
Lowell and Virginia Tech gathered in the Integrated Display Center 
to learn about Division Newport and share their research. The 
experience is designed to help achieve NEEC’s goal of attracting 
trained professionals into careers associated with the technologies 
of the surface and submarine � eet. 

University of Rhode Island NEEC student stands with his test set up.

Kids Learned What Happens 

Outreach/Recruiting

Boston University students tested their acoustic sensing boats.
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Job Fairs Connected Prospective Employees
with Division Leaders 
In 2018, Division Newport held two job fairs that attracted 
hundreds of applicants for a variety of jobs. Organized by the 
Human Resources Division, the job fairs solicited both entry-
level and experienced scientists, engineers, mathematicians, 
physicists, and information technology specialists. Both fairs 
collected resumes and transcripts, featured on-the-spot 
interviews, and even made job o� ers at the event. The key 
requirements for all applicants included U.S. citizenship, ability 
to obtain and maintain a security clearance, and male applicants 
must be registered for the Selective Service. 

Engineers answer questions from prospective employees.

Job Fairs Connected Prospective EmployeesJob Fairs Connected Prospective EmployeesJob Fairs Connected Prospective Employees

New hires
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Division Focused on Hiring Employees
In 2018, the Human Resource team onboarded 375 new hires including 50 
interns. For those nearing the end of their careers,  the Division o� ered retirement 
counseling and training to 1,000 employees.



Undersea Warfare Combat Systems Department Celebrated
10th Anniversary of Virtual Worlds
Virtual Worlds (VW) began in 2008 with an idea from Don McCormack, then NUWC’s Director, and now the Executive Director for 
Surface and Undersea Warfare Centers. 

“Virtual environments hold tremendous potential, and NUWC’s exploration of them as possible future venues for system innovation, 
collaboration, and rapid-prototyping re� ects a commitment to “open our apertures” to new, ground-breaking means to sustain today’s 
Fleet e�  ciently and e� ectively while working to build an a� ordable future Fleet,” said McCormack in 2008. 

Division Newport’s Undersea Warfare Combat Systems Department set out to research the ability of a virtual environment to train and 
educate Sailors, as well as its potential for modeling and simulation, integration and interoperability, and rapid prototyping. Over the 
last 10 years the department has executed numerous projects using VW technology.

Since Division Newport’s initial $2 million strategic investment, VW exploration and application research has generated signi� cant 
prototypes and capabilities across many di� erent domains. The success of VW can be attributed to its ability to enable innovation 
while fostering cross-community collaboration — key mission focus areas for Division Newport —through the creation of a powerful 
yet intuitive simulation environment that meets both social and technical objectives.

Highlights from the Virtual Worlds celebration.

Undersea Warfare Combat Systems Department CelebratedUndersea Warfare Combat Systems Department Celebrated

Milestones
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Engineering and Diving Support Unit’s 60-Year Legacy
Began During Cold War
2018 marked the 60th anniversary of the NUWC Engineering and Diving Support Unit (EDSU). Much like in 1958, the EDSU of 2018 
employed diving and engineering expertise to provide waterborne engineering solutions for the Fleet. Typical duties include 
troubleshooting for Towed Array Handling Systems, cleaning and inspection of submarine wide aperture arrays, inspection of 
waterfront infrastructure, search and recovery of unmanned underwater vehicles, and development and testing of various port 
security technologies.

1950s – 1960s: During the early years of the Cold War, many members of the USN/USL sta�  participated in oceanic expeditions 
studying deep-water environments where submarines were not capable of operating. It became apparent that to fully understand 
underwater acoustics some of those civilian scientists, engineers, and technicians — typically con� ned to shipboard lab spaces — 
would have to be trained to work within the environment.

1970s – 1980s: The EDSU began work on the hull-mounted Wide Aperture Array, and the SSN-21 bow sphere would soon follow. 
Meanwhile, the new thin-line towed arrays were being designed for installation on all 688-class attack boats. Several of the divers 
were fully involved as RDT&E engineers for these systems. 

1990s: Already well-versed in the system design and the implementation of pierside upgrades, EDSU divers worked directly with Fleet 
divers, conducting formal training and participating in fast-response tiger teams around the world. 

2001 – 2010: Immediately after 9/11, the EDSU was called to participate in NUWC’s overall response. A Memorandum of 
Understanding was established with the Coast Guard, which had been assigned to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and 
the EDSU became the waterfront NUWC asset working on underwater anti-terrorism technologies.  

2010 – Present: In addition to supporting integrated swimmer defense, the EDSU continues to support towed array handling systems 
including the Virginia-class boats, and other special projects such as the Advanced Naval Technology Exercise. 

Snapshots of EDSU diving over the past 60 years.
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2017 Personal Excellence Partnership 
Flagship Award

Division Newport Educational
Outreach Program

DoD Education and Outreach Award
Dr. John DiCecco

DoN Superior Civilian Service Award
David Cwalina

DoN Superior Civilian Service Award
Peter Bodycoat 

DoN Meritorious Civilian Service Award
Keith Wichowski

DoD Excellence in Practice Awards
Keyport’s TOP Team with members from Newport; 

Arlene M. Blight, Christine A. Souza,
Marina Zakharova

National Association of Environmental 
Professionals Award - Best Available 
Environmental Technology category

Division Newport Marine Mammal Monitoring on 
Navy Ranges Team:  Sarah Blackstock,

Nancy DiMarzio, Karin Dolan, Thomas Fetherston, 
Scott Fisher, Jessica Fothergill, Peter Hulton,
Susan Jarvis, Greg Juselis, Elena McCarthy,

Lynn Merten, David Moretti, Ronald Morrissey, 
Bert Neales, Jessica Sha� er, Stephanie Watwood

Dr. Delores M. Etter Top Scientists and 
Engineers for the Year Awards

Keith Wichowski, Peter Bodycoat, Dan Savaria, 
Zachary Sawyer, Patrick Ryll

Dr. Delores M. Etter Top Scientists and 
Engineers for the Year Awards

Dr. Jesse Belden (Emergent Individual)

Dr. Delores M. Etter Top Scientists and 
Engineers for the Year Awards

Dr. David F. Rivera (Individual)

Dr. Delores M. Etter Top Scientists and 
Engineers for the Year Awards

Richard Medley

Dr. Delores M. Etter Top Scientists
and Engineers for the Year Awards

  Joe Muhitch, James R. Gannon

DoN Meritorious Civilian Service Award
Martha L. Merriwether

DoN Superior Civilian Service Award
John Babb

Women of Color Technology Rising Star 
Nipun Aggarwal

Women of Color Technology Rising Star
Karin Kaplan

Women of Color Technology Rising Star 
Kristin Giles

NAVSEA Warfare Center Awards-Collaboration
Dr. Aileen Sansone 

NAVSEA Warfare Center Awards-Collaboration
Christopher Carbone, Thomas Hansen,

Dr. Peter Hardro, Lauren Konrath,
Dr. Aileen Sansone, Dr. William Weiss

NAVSEA Warfare Center Awards-Collaboration
ANTX 2017 Core Team:  Karen Bernier,

Tracy Correll, Thomas Fulton, Jack Hughes,
Travis McCune, Joseph Murphy, Je� rey Prater, 

Jessica Scha� er, and John Trifero
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NAVSEA Warfare Center Awards-Collaboration
Alexander Batrakov, Laureano Costa,

William Craig, Thomas Fawcett, Nicholas Frade, 
Peter Nickerson, Stephen Prashaw, Gilbert Resto, 

David Rubenstein, Scott Veitch, Jordan Kirby, 
Meghan Linskey, Peter Whicker

NAVSEA Warfare Center Awards-Collaboration
Gabriel Alvandian, Michael Duarte, Edward 

Gelsomino, John Casey, Elisabeth Foster,
Isaac Wheeler

NAVSEA Warfare Center Awards-Innovation
David Giroux

NAVSEA Warfare Center Awards-Advancing 
Knowledge Sharing Category

John de Ciutiis, Laura DiPaola, William Gross,
John Keddy, Christopher Kenney, Lauren Ogren,

Kimberly Vitiello, George Viveiros, Karl Von Winkle

System Safety Society Manager of the Year 2018
Walter Pepere

NDIA Bronze Medal
Robert McGovern

NDIA Bronze Medal
Darlene Sullivan

NDIA Bronze Medal
Joan Turner

DoN Meritorious Civilian Service Award
Thomas Downie

DoN Meritorious Civilian Service Award
Thomas Floyd

ONR A� ordability Award
Ken Andronowitz, Adam Arrighi, Jason Bard, 

Richard Chenier, Sarah Edwards, 
Matthew Exley, Keith Peters, Steven Fastow, 

Jonathan Maruska, Miguel Minino, Tyler Tucker
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NDIA 2018 Lt Gen Thomas Ferguson Systems 
Engineering Excellence Award

Ed Rishmany, 
Peter Roy, William Roman, Janice Burke, 

Tim Donahue, Doug Duchene, Linda Egan, 
Adam Floor, Ibrahim Fofanah, Dan Foley, 

Michael Gower, Louise Krue, Michael Lynch, 
Geo� rey A. McNally, Darrell Nelson, Peter Phelps, 

Kevin Quinn, John Rizzolo, George Sabato, 
William Silveira, Donna Sjoblom, Carl Spicola, 

Andrew Sullivan, Andrew Wesner, 
Gordon Williams, Maurice Zimmerman

ONR Gravely Award
Candida Desjardins

PEO IWS Excellence Award
John Bellucci, Benjamin Charbonneau,

Jason Chin, Matthew Cordes, Kyle Dellagrotta, 
Ronald Flight, Donaldo Guevara, Adam Gwaltney, 
Marisol Inestamiro, Christopher Kelly, Elijah Kibler, 

Louis Ladstatter, Joseph Lanza, Kevin Quinn, 
Melodie Ross, Michael Tobin, Christopher Williams, 

Eli Wolfang, Bryan Bohn

Modern Day Technology Leader Award
Je� rey Feaster

Modern Day Technology Leader Award
David Rhodes

Modern Day Technology Leader Award
Matthew Colavita

Science Spectrum Trailblazer Award
Kendrick Spencer

DoN Superior Civilian Service Award
William Jones

DoN Meritorious Civilian Service Award
Dr. Aileen Sansone



Command Events

Ride a Bike to Work Day Arbor Day

Memorial Day Commemoration

Family holiday partyFamily holiday party

Family holiday party
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Volleyball

International Day International Day



Continuous Process Improvement TrainingArbor Day

Command Picnic

Command Picnic

Command Picnic

Health Fair

Health Fair

Holiday dinner party Holiday dinner party

Holiday dinner party
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Our People
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Defense Travel System (DTS) Updated Software  
In January, the Comptroller’s o�  ce 
announced the release of a Defense Travel 
System (DTS) software update for the Trips 
Awaiting Action tool, which was formerly 
known as the DTS Route and Review 
module. The department also modi� ed 
the constructed travel process. This 
release was the latest update aimed at 
modernizing the DTS user experience and 
user interface. This update was essential 
for all Authorizing O�  cials, Reviewing 
O�  cials, and Certifying O�  cials to be 
aware of these changes as this release 
modi� es the review and approval screens 
for authorizations and vouchers. 

Defense Travel System (DTS) Updated Software  Defense Travel System (DTS) Updated Software  

Comptroller (Code 01)

Members of the Comptroller o�  ce gathered for a team photo.

Obligation 
Authority 

$1.5
Billion

Reimbursable 
Work Orders

8,803

Travel 
Authorizations/

Vouchers

27,836
Payroll

(Salary and Bene� ts) 
$461
Million
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Division Newport’s Comptroller Department FY18 Metrics:

Transportation Incentive Program System
Took the Stress Out of Commuting
Personnel from the Comptroller’s o�  ce briefed Division Newport workforce on the Command’s Transportation Incentive Program System 
(TIPS) and the bene� ts of commuting. In 2018, there were 11 van pools operating at NUWC that transport approximately 130 participants 
from Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut. 

TIPS users received bene� ts of � nancial savings on gas, car maintenance, and bridge tolls, along with some other perks. Van pools also free 
up parking spaces at Division Newport, where parking is at a premium, and eliminate some of the frustrations that come with driving.

TIPS was a result of an Executive Order to “establish tax exempt subsidies for 
the Federal workforce utilizing mass transportation, in order to reduce tra�  c 
congestion and air pollution.” The program is a partnership with U.S. Department 
of Transportation, Internal Revenue Service, and the Department of the Navy. The 
TIPS program covers quali� ed commuting expenses of up to $260 per month for 
government employees (subject to program policies and eligibility requirements). 
Reimbursed commuter expenses also include monthly public commuter transit 
passes, with bus service provided by the Rhode Island Public Transit Authority. 
There is no up-front expense to join the program and for most van pools, 
the program covers a person’s entire monthly commuting expense, with the 
exception of bridge tolls. Payment is made in advance with a government-issued 
and funded debit card, so there is also no out-of-pocket expense.

The Command encouraged ride sharing.

Team Comptroller



Contracts Department Achieved High Ratings Once Again
For the second cycle in a row, Division Newport’s Contracts Department earned the highest rating by the Procurement Surveillance 
Program (PSP). The rating of “highly satisfactory” allows the department all the � exibilities needed for a contracting o�  cer. This rating 
is critical for the department to maintain its full capability. 

PSP is NAVSEA’s process for implementing the Navy’s Procurement Performance Management Assessment Program. Its primary 
objective is to ensure that the execution of contracting authority is being conducted within statutory, regulatory, and policy 
guidelines. Every three years, PSP inspectors review the e� ectiveness and e�  ciency of Division Newport’s contracts operations. 

The rating of highly satisfactory 
shows that leadership and employees 
demonstrated a strong commitment 
to responsible and accountable 
performance, that vulnerabilities to 
fraud, waste, or abuse are identi� ed 
and addressed, and that superior 
quality contract � les and thoroughly 
documented business decisions were 
prevalent throughout the department. 

Contracts Department Achieved High Ratings Once AgainContracts Department Achieved High Ratings Once Again

Contracts (Code 02)

Contracts department continued their fun-loving dress-up days.

Obligated 
$706
Million

Improved 
Process
Flow By

6%

Executed 

2,941
Actions
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In FY18, Division Newport’s Contracts Department:



EEO Hosted International Day
The Equal Employment Opportunity, Diversity, and Inclusion O�  ce 
hosted Division Newport’s International Day – Celebrating Our Diversity, 
coordinating e� orts from across the Corporate Operations Team including 
the Human Resources, Security, Public A� airs, and Infrastructure Divisions. 
Employees from across Division Newport volunteered to host a table or 
provide entertainment that recognized their ethnic heritage, resulting in a 
successful celebration of the richness of the diversity within the workforce.  

Celebrating diversity

Safety First! 
The Safety o�  ce conducted 68 site visits to facilities throughout the Division to assist departments in identifying hazardous work 
processes that require Job Hazard Analyses or Standard Operating Procedures in an e� ort to achieve 100% compliance with safety 
regulations.

New Automated Employee Checkout Process Launched
Employees who are leaving the Division no longer have a cumbersome check-out process involving scheduling appointments and 
physically obtaining signatures at various locations around the facility before their � nal day.  The Human Resources and Information 
Technology O�  ces worked together 
to design and develop an automated 
work� ow tool that eliminates the need for 
unnecessary check-out points, scheduling 
appointments, and gathering signatures 
across the facility. This has drastically 
reduced the time spent by both separating 
employees and employees responsible for 
their respective check-out points.

Energy Conservation E� orts Saved 
Energy, Lowered Operating Costs
The Infrastructure Division completed several energy conservation actions 
that improve return on investment and lower base operating costs.  Working in 
collaboration with National Grid, they converted 15 buildings to light-emitting 
diode lighting, earning more than $240K in energy rebates and saving $140K 
per year in electrical costs.  

Facilities Design/Engineering Team
Improved Infrastructure
The Facilities Team was active in the design, award, and construction management of 
approximately 40 Major Repair Program and Capital Investment Program projects totaling 
an estimated $16M. Projects ranged in scope from complete building additions to space 
renovations; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning upgrades; roo� ng replacements; 
paving; lighting upgrades; and life safety upgrades. 
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Information Technology team

Eco-friendly vehicle

paving; lighting upgrades; and life safety upgrades. Upgrading facilities

EEO Hosted International DayEEO Hosted International Day

Corporate Operations (Code 10)



Security Division Supported 
Command Operations
During 2018, the Security Division provided comprehensive 
security support to Division Newport in various disciplines 
to include communications security support to internal and 
external Fleet customers, Information and Industrial Security 
support, which includes classi� ed material oversight and 
classi� ed contract support. The Personnel Security team 
provided support to more than 3,500 employees; the Physical 
Security team processed more than 15,000 visit requests as 
well as provided comprehensive physical security to buildings 
and rooms. The Division also provided security education and 
training to the entire workforce. The Operations Security element 
provided oversight on 229 requests for public release for 
technical information. 

Clean-Up E� orts Increased 
Property Accountability
In 2018, Division Newport completed a major warehouse cleanup 
e� ort at the central warehouse resulting in more than 9,000 pieces 
of material being disposed and more than 16,000 pieces of material 
inducted into the Accountable Property System of Record increasing 
Division Newport’s property accountability. 

High Velocity Learning in Full Swing Under the Leadership
of the Corporate Business O�  ce
A High Velocity Learning (HVL) working group, comprised of 
representatives from each department, established a formal plan 
to share and implement ideas on how to best ensure that the 
approximately 1,200 employees hired over the past � ve years learn 
as quickly as possible so that Division Newport can continue to 
provide Undersea Superiority while more seasoned employees leave 
the workforce.  The group has incorporated HVL into the Division’s 
Continuous Process Improvement Program and is working to 
establish a NUWC University HVL course.

Two Flu Clinics were held for Division’s employees and six blood drives were held
resulting in 632 pints of blood collected, saving a total of 1,896 lives.

Online Library Increased 
Membership, Augmented Services
Research Commons, the dynamic web portal for accessing digital 
library subscriptions and information and research tools is expanding 
its access to the workforce at the Naval Surface Warfare Centers 
(NSWC) -- Crane Division and Panama City Division – as well as the 
Indian Head Explosive Ordnance Disposal Division, joining Division 
Newport and NSWC 
Crane Division. Research 
Commons signi� cantly 
reduces library operations 
and research procurement 
costs for each command 
and enhances their ability 
to collaborate. 
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Organizing the warehouse

Tech Library

Security Division Supported Online Library Increased 



Department Added Water Tank to its Rapid Prototyping Toolbox
A center investment request brought in equipment to assist with scienti� c experiments including a new water tank to aid in the 
research of sensors and underwater shapes. The water tank creates a controlled � ow environment for experiments and features 
perfectly calibrated water � ow — from very low speeds up to two meters per second. Three major capabilities of this water tank 
make it ideal for research. First, its open channel allows researchers to easily reach into the tank and make adjustments. Second, the 
tank can accommodate both salt water and fresh water. When designing sensors, capacitance and salinity make a di� erence, and this 
water tank allows for adjustments so 
researchers can mix their own saltwater. 
Finally, the water tank’s large test section 
is all optical glass. This allows for imaging 
and laser recording at any point in the 
test section. All of these features enhance 
rapid prototyping as a preliminary test 
bed. One of the � rst projects using the 
new water tank involves the study of 
seal whiskers as biological biodynamic 
sensors. Researchers are investigating 
how water � ows over seal whiskers to 
make them e� ective sensors. This water 
tank will allow them to examine the 
e� ects of water � ow. The water tank also 
can be used to test and validate models 
and is one of many tools used for rapid 
prototyping. 

Support Facility Exceeded Goals
The Naval Array Technical Support Center (NATSC) was challenged to meet an emergent requirement for the Fleet. A unique Towed 
Sonar System con� guration (comprised of taking two existing systems and merging them into a new unique system) was required 
to be made operational and available pierside within one month of the challenge being put forth. This required NATSC to cease 
operations on a major product line in order to dedicate its focus to the emergent Fleet requirement. Once a plan was formulated and 
approved, the product line team was split to work two daily shifts of 10 hours each to accomplish the task in approximately one week. 
During that week 32 Towed Sonar System modules were completely disassembled, minor repairs were performed; 16 Towed Sonar 
System modules were reassembled and tested for critical speci� cations. Ultimately, the system was delivered ahead of schedule. 

Department Added Water Tank to its Rapid Prototyping ToolboxDepartment Added Water Tank to its Rapid Prototyping Toolbox

Sensors and Sonar (Code 15)

Engineers discuss projects with Commanding O�  cer.

The NATSC team met Fleet challenges all year long.
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Surface Ships Team Made Notable Improvements
Employees supporting Surface Ship Undersea Warfare (SSUSW) 
programs implemented numerous High Velocity Learning (HVL) 
activities in order to improve the quality of AN/SQQ-89 Undersea 
Warfare Combat System products and services provided to 
the Surface Fleet.  These activities ranged from workforce 
development training to familiarization sessions, including 
the Fleet and AN/SQQ-89 community members. SSUSW team 
members presented a brief titled “Introduction to SQQ-89” to 
their fellow employees. The class was a high-level introduction to 
surface ship sonar, a brief overview of the functional segments, 
and basic technical information. The goal was to help new hires 
become acclimated to the program and the work with which 
they are involved while keeping them interested and engaged. 
In addition, the team is developing a “Front End Bible” for Surface 
Ship active sonar systems. Informal technical sessions were held, 
including one focused on information sharing with those in the 
workforce less familiar with the sonar display techniques. 

ONR Prize for A� ordability Awarded to Division Newport
Engineering Team
The Division Newport vSONAR Team has won the 2017 O�  ce of Naval Research (ONR) Prize for A� ordability. This prestigious award 
is granted annually to a Department of the Navy (DON) scientist, engineer or group who has had the most impact on the future 
availability of a� ordable technologies for naval forces. Such impact must be nationally recognized in the DON and national technical 
community. This is the second time in three years that Division Newport employees have won this award. This innovative engineering 
team, from the Sensors and Sonar Systems Department, developed and demonstrated an initiative that addressed the high cost of 
maintaining onboard tactical surface ship and submarine sonar training systems. The team thoroughly investigated and developed 
a virtual, machine-based 
solution that meets physical 
hardware requirements 
for three independent 
hardware baselines of AN/
SQQ-89A(V)15 systems. The 
solution supports training, 
analysis, and development 
e� orts across multiple tactical 
baselines and is used with 
University A�  liated Research 
Centers and Navy laboratories 
to support system and Fleet 
performance assessments. 
Application of the solution 
for training to support 
multiple tactical baselines 
could provide a major cost 
reduction in overall hardware 
costs yielding savings of 
approximately $800,000 per 
tactical baseline.

Surface Ships Team Made Notable ImprovementsSurface Ships Team Made Notable Improvements

Winning team  made signi� cant improvements.

Engineers collaborated with Fleet operators.
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Vast Collaboration Led to System of Systems Payload Integration
The Undersea Warfare Combat Systems Department, in conjunction with the other Division Newport departments, multiple program 
o�  ces, industry, academia, and Fleet activities continued to provide technical leadership for holistic integration of new and adapted 
submarine payloads. This system-of-systems approach considers all aspects of a mission’s kill chain, including command and control 
and mission planning and execution in the context of a capability integration model developed during FY18. Several demonstrations 
and exercises were conducted in the USW Collaboration and Analysis for Fleet Experimentation, also known as the CAFÉ, prototype 
development lab during the year with participants including Fleet operators (submarine crews, Type Commander representatives, 
and tactics developers), human factors experts, government systems engineers, industry prime contract developers, program o�  ce 
leadership, and resource sponsors.

Department Supported Extensive Modernization E� orts  
The department supported the initial Submarine Warfare Federated Tactical Systems Modernization of an Ohio-class platform, 
the USS Rhode Island, throughout 2018. The SSBN Modernization Program was developed to address platform obsolescence and 
sustainment through 2040, but also includes Columbia-class risk mitigation e� orts and overall Technology Insertion and Advanced 
Processor Build improvements to the Fleet. In addition to engineering and integration and test support for this e� ort, the department 
also provided signi� cant con� guration management, integrated Logistics, and training support for the 
initial modernization e� ort. Division Newport’s support of the SSBN Modernization program across multiple 
disciplines demonstrated continued success at full-spectrum capability support from concept inception, 
through design, development, integration, test, deployment, and sustainment.

Department Supported Extensive Modernization E� orts  Department Supported Extensive Modernization E� orts  

Undersea Warfare Combat Systems (Code 25)

USW Combat Systems Department Head, Marie Bussiere, conducts Town Hall meeting.

Cyber Security team presented “Are You Afraid of the Cyber?” Code 25 AIMTC team
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Engineers Explored Application 
of Model-Based Systems 
Engineering  
In 2018, the USW Combat Systems Department’s Submarine 
Warfare Federated Tactical Systems (SWFTS) team briefed 
several major stakeholders during a series of Technical Exchange 
Meetings with the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy, the 
Naval Air Systems Command, the Naval Systems Engineering 
Directorate, and the Warfare Center Chief Engineer Community 
of Interest. The objective of these exchanges was to provide 
Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) lessons learned 
from the SWFTS project and help shape the Naval Sea Systems 
Command’s Systems Engineering Transformation Strategy and 
MBSE instruction.

Training System Continued to Bene� t Fleet Performance
Computer scientists from the Undersea Warfare Combat Systems Department Seaware supported the Learning Management System 
(LMS), an educational tool developed by the Fleet for the Fleet. Used by the Navy since 2011 on submarines and in classrooms, 
Seaware has provided millions of hours of training, with an ever-evolving and cost-e� ective toolset designed to meet the unique 
challenges of high-velocity and ready-relevant learning paradigms. As a modern, Fleet-built, learning management system used 
in ashore and a� oat Navy environments, Seaware was developed to support the following goals and adhere to the Department of 
Defense, Department of Navy, cybersecurity, and local command policies, restrictions, and guidelines:
 • Centralize and automate administration
 • Use self-service and self-guided services
 • Assemble and deliver learning content rapidly
 • Consolidate training initiatives on a scalable web-based platform
 • Support portability, scalability, and standards
 • Personalize content and enable knowledge reuse
 • Integrate with other enterprise application solutions enabling management to measure the impact, e� ectiveness, 
  and overall cost of training initiatives
 • Support a mobile environment and collaborative team/classroom controls where applicable.

The Seaware LMS team in support of the Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation and Education Conference —the largest modeling, 
simulation, and training conference — provided more than 100 demonstrations to potential future collaborators.

Engineers Explored Application Engineers Explored Application 

Engineer shares Fleet support story.

Engineer shared instructive story at The Knott.

New professionals introduced speaker at All Hands Presentation.
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What We Do
The Undersea Warfare Electromagnetic Systems Department provides technical leadership, system engineering expertise, full 
spectrum Research Development Test and Engineering, execution, acquisition support, and facilities for Submarine Exterior 
Communications Systems, Undersea Warfare Communication Antenna Systems, Submarine Periscopes and Imaging Systems, and 
Electronic Warfare Systems including Advanced Technology Development and prototyping.  These functions are provided throughout 
all phases of the sensors’ and systems’ lifecycles that require speci� c submarine-unique mission, platform, system, and subsystem 
expertise. This department also maintains and executes engineering assignment roles for these systems that span from Technical 
Direction Agent to In-Service Engineering Agent.

In FY18, in collaboration with representatives from the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center, the Navy Research Laboratory, 
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command Paci� c, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Labs, imaging program 
personnel completed Virginia-class mast characterization testing. 

The Electronic Warfare Advanced Technology Development group successfully completed a number of technology demonstrations and 
Fleet exercises, including testing held at the Narragansett Bay Test Facility, as well as the Rim of the Paci� c and Vigilant Hammer exercises. 

Additionally, the Satellite Communications Systems Program team is developing a Navy Multiband 
Terminal (NMT) Operations Training System, an automated training environment, to be 
deployed at all Navy Learning Centers for educating operators on NMT functional 
capabilities. 

Undersea Warfare Electromagnetic Systems (Code 34)

Award-winning personnel

Engineers provided essential Fleet support.
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Process Improvements Contributed to Success 
Fiscal Year (FY) 18 was another successful year for the Undersea Warfare Electromagnetic Systems Department. The department 
accepted $187 million for the execution of work across the department’s technical programs with $100 million being contracted to 
local industry.  Code 34 supported three Continuous Process Improvement e� orts with one project Electromagnetic Test Environment 
Noise Reduction, being fully implemented and another project, OE-538 Antennas National Maintenance Center and Acquisitions 
Improvement, continuing through FY19.

Plans Underway
to Expand Facilities 
Due to signi� cant growth, the department began expanding its 
footprint by adding the Submarine Electromagnetic Maneuver 
Warfare laboratory and o�  ce space providing an additional 
5,000 square feet. The department also welcomed 21 new 
technical professionals, most of whom were engineers and 
scientists. Currently, 100 of the total 347 department personnel 
hold advanced degrees and many more are actively pursuing 
advanced degrees.  

Department Provided
Essential Fleet Support
In FY18, the Undersea Warfare Electromagnetic Systems 
Department in-service engineering agent programs continued 
the timely support of Fleet units by responding to 223 casualty 
reports, 177 hotline calls, 11 technical assists, 11 repairs, and 17 
installations. 

The Communications Antenna Systems team continued to 
provide critical support to the Fleet via the Radio Frequency 
Distribution and Control System Repair Depot. This year the 
program supported 122 Naval Supply Systems (NAVSUP) 
requisitions, 27 System Operational Veri� cation Test repairs, 12 
Antenna repairs, and � ve antenna grooms.

In addition, Satellite Communications Systems Program 
completed 43 Submarine High Data Rate (SubHDR) mast 
installations and 47 SubHDR National Maintenance Center 
ready-for-issue masts, 61 NAVSUP e� orts and delivered 18 Navy 
Multiband Terminals.

Process Improvements Contributed to Success Process Improvements Contributed to Success 

Electromagnetic Systems personnel gathered for team  photo.

Engineers and scientists supported department e� orts.
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Engineer Observed Successful Inspection of Pre-Commissioned
Virginia-Class Submarine
A Technical Project Manager for Columbia-class launchers was invited to observe a recent inspection and survey of a pre-
commissioned Virginia-class submarine. With so many systems from the Virginia class making their way onto Columbia-class boats, 
the engineer was there to gather construction and design information that would assist her as the Columbia-class boats are being 
built. The experience also gave her an opportunity to learn from the crew so she can apply their experience to developing Columbia-
class systems.

After a boat and crew completes Alpha and 
Bravo tests, the Navy’s Board of Inspection and 
Survey (INSURV) team comes in to make sure 
everything works properly. For this INSURV, 
the team observed more than 100 events. The 
engineer was free to walk around the boat and 
observe the di� erent testing that was part of 
the INSURV. It was a learning experience that 
put a new emphasis on making things easiest 
for the Sailor. 

In the end, this INSURV trials was one of the 
most successful yet as the crew went through a 
list of more than 100 events over two and a half 
days and they had no issues

Engineer Observed Successful Inspection of Pre-CommissionedEngineer Observed Successful Inspection of Pre-Commissioned

Platform & Payload Integration (Code 40)

Engineer observed inspection while underway

Launcher Workshop was a huge success.
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Launcher Workshop Generated
Great Interest in Department Capabilities
The Platform and Payload Systems Integration Department held a Submarine Launcher Workshop in September with a record number 
of participants. The three-day workshop included briefs, discussions, and facility tours, as well as a demonstration of NUWC Keyport 
Division’s Virtual Reality Trainer. The department was successful in achieving its goal of discussing Fleet issues, modernization e� orts, 
new systems entering the Fleet, and future launcher system e� orts. 



Department’s Collaboration with Academia Helps Meet Navy Goals
Several research projects originating from the Platform and Payload Integration Department represented a collaboration between 
Division Newport and the University of Rhode Island through the Naval Engineering Education Consortium (NEEC). Participation in 
the NEEC program by NUWC mentors has o� ered the opportunity to engage with the graduate students in both a graduate student 
role as well as a NUWC internship role. While each aspect is related to the overall NEEC program objectives, the individual components 
provide unique opportunities from a mentoring perspective. While the student is attending the University during the academic 
year, the mentoring role is primarily focused on the technical execution of the project and providing a certain level of guidance as it 
relates to the naval relevance of the research. Through a program such as NEEC, the navy mentor is able to bring a certain focus to the 
research program to help align with the current and future Fleet needs, rather than an open-ended research program. The bene� ts 
of this are substantial in that NUWC has the opportunity to in� uence the path of the research through technical guidance to align 
with Navy objectives for future adoption of the results, while also providing the graduate student with the feedback and input that 
their research has real-world relevance. During the summer portion of the NEEC program the mentor role transitions to a professional 
workplace-mentoring environment. Being situated in a Navy laboratory allows the student to engage with working engineers and 
scientists on a daily basis. These interactions allow the student to become directly involved and integrated with the working groups 
that are solving problems that, while related, might be otherwise outside of the student’s research program. 

Department’s Collaboration with Academia Helps Meet Navy GoalsDepartment’s Collaboration with Academia Helps Meet Navy Goals
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Research on Self-Healing Composites
A research project aimed at developing and characterizing a self-healing 
resin system within a composite material, capable of autonomous repair 
of the polymer matrix could improve the Navy’s undersea systems. The 
research investigates the mechanical properties of a � ber-reinforced 
polymer composite that is capable of self-repairing cracks in the polymer 
matrix without human intervention, and whether or not it is a viable 
material alternative for structures in an undersea environment where 
damage is likely to occur. Composite materials are known to be highly 
susceptible to damaging cracks or tears deep within the structure that are 
di�  cult to detect and sometimes impossible to repair. This is especially 
true at sea because the risk for damage due to high pressures at deep 
ocean depths or contact with foreign objects is signi� cantly increased. 
Even small cracks and tears due to submergence and thermal cycling cause 
a notable decrease in the structural integrity and mechanical strength 
of the composite material. This can lead to more severe damage to the 
structure, negatively impacting its functionality. This research will identify 
and fabricate an e� ective healing system that works in seawater, and to 
quantify the principal mechanical properties of the self-healing material 
with added � bers. The e� ectiveness of the self-healing material samples 
will be determined through damage-inducing experiments and post-test 
evaluation techniques. The self-healing material system and evaluation 
techniques can be used by the Navy to develop self-healing polymers and 
composite materials for implementation into undersea systems, leading to 
longer life, less maintenance, and lower costs.

Launcher Workshop was a huge success.



The Changing Faces of the Mission 
Engineering and Analysis Department
In the past � ve years, there has been an in� ux of new hires and transfers from 
Division Newport’s product lines to the Mission Engineering and Analysis 
Department. A demand for expert mission and engineering analysis within the full 
spectrum of undersea warfare awareness, engagement, and in� uence drove the 
need to expand this department. New personnel have enabled the department 
to take big steps forward to modernize the legacy modeling and simulation tools. 
Using current technologies, improving outdated processes, and leveraging the 
tech-savviness of the workforce has improved the department’s overall e�  ciency.

These changes contributed to a renewed energy within the department and an atmosphere of both enthusiasm and commitment 
to improve the models’ sustainability. The small size of the department has enabled a kinship among the group consisting of 
mathematicians, physicists, engineers, and data analysts.

One new hire re� ected on the department’s atmosphere: “A future here promises a 
consistent stream of ful� lling work for the adaptive. Though initially drawn in by the 
diversity of the work, being surrounded by professionally-minded, knowledgeable, and 
friendly coworkers made this department my ideal workplace. Between the work and 
the people, I do not feel like I have a job, I have a career.” 

As the acknowledged expert in undersea systems and technologies, the changing 
faces in the Mission Engineering and Analysis Department contributed to ensuring 
Division Newport will continue to do what is right for the Navy and will be the 
objective and trusted advisor regarding the Navy’s investment in undersea warfare 
products and services-buying and/or recommending the best value for our Fleet.

Department Supported Model-Based System Engineering Project
Members of the Mission Engineering and Analysis Branch performed mission engineering for a theater-level command and control (C2) 
modeling e� ort along with other members of the Division Newport workforce. The cross-department team partnered with a multi-
System Command team, to develop a model-based system engineering (MBSE) mission engineering product to coordinate e� orts 
between programs of records that deliver C2 capability.

MBSE is the discipline of decomposing a given mission area into essential functions. This can include kill-chain analysis, but should also 
look at command and control functions, communications, and other supporting areas such as cybersecurity, sta�  ng, and relationships 
with adjacent functional commanders. Once the mission is decomposed functionally, di� erent sta�  ng, hardware, and network 
implementation architectures can be mapped to the mission functional model and used to compare the resources and outcomes for 
di� erent implementation architectures, as well as to identify gaps and improvements needed for an existing architecture. 

The functional model used current Tactics, 
Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) to identify 
the functions and information used by a theater 
warfare area commander’s sta� . The model was 
then validated by site visits to Norfolk and Pearl 
Harbor, where the team collected data about 
the current implementation architectures and 
information used by watchstanders. Additionally, 
the team worked with the Undersea Warfare 
Development Center to get Fleet input on the 
model and areas where the state of the art might 
have exceeded approved TTPs.

The Changing Faces of the Mission The Changing Faces of the Mission 

Undersea Warfare Mission Engineering
& Analysis (Code 60)

New hires

implementation architectures can be mapped to the mission functional model and used to compare the resources and outcomes for 
di� erent implementation architectures, as well as to identify gaps and improvements needed for an existing architecture. di� erent implementation architectures, as well as to identify gaps and improvements needed for an existing architecture. 

MBSE team
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Department Supported Model-Based 
System Engineering Project (cont.)
After developing a baseline functional model allocated to a current 
system implementation baseline, the team contacted the multiple 
Programs of Record that currently deliver systems used by the 
theater warfare area commander’s sta�  to get an idea of the system 
roadmaps. In doing this, they could get a coordinated look at 
capability delivery timelines and develop future implementation 
baselines.

Field Team Represented Division Newport’s Global Forward Presence
The Mission Engineering and Analysis Field Team Operations O�  ce continued to manage exciting rotational assignment 
opportunities for Division Newport. Once selected and deployed, Field Team representatives provided critical onsite technical 
support and liaison functions between Division Newport and key undersea warfare (USW) customers/stakeholders. Overall, the Field 
Team composition and location of assignments are closely linked to the Division’s mission, senior leadership priorities, and customer 
requests. 

Across host commands, Field Team representatives were fully engaged in tasks and initiatives that are highly relevant to USW. From 
the employee’s perspective, it’s an opportunity to try something new for professional growth and 
development, to broaden experience and professional networks. They 
will get to see the big picture from a Fleet, acquisition, resource 
sponsor, science and technology, or intelligence perspective. 

From the Division’s perspective, the Field Team kept 
Division Newport forward deployed with its 
customers/stakeholders to maintain and grow 
enduring partnerships; developed near-term 
and next-generation leaders; supported the 
early identi� cation of issues and critical needs 
of customers/stakeholders; facilitated the 
identi� cation of technological solution 
options from Division Newport and 
the Naval Research & Development 
Enterprise (NR&DE); and through regular 
communication with � eld representatives, 
the Division maintained timely and 
relevant situational awareness.

A successful Field Team representative 
requires strong technical skills 
and knowledge and equally strong 
interpersonal skills, tact, sound judgment, 
and solid work ethic. Having a technical 
competency and some experience in 
networking or collaborating across and within 
the NR&DE is foundational. Personal attributes 
to success are a blend of being a self-starter, 
highly motivated, taking initiative, being resourceful, 
tact in communications, and the ability to interact with 
military and civilian personnel. 

Department Supported Model-Based Department Supported Model-Based 

Sel� e from the � eld
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Waterside Security 
Team Collaborated 
on Counter UUV 
Technology
In July, the Waterside Security team hosted 
a presentation and in-water demonstration 
of technologies geared toward counter 
unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV) 
e� orts in harbors and restricted waterways. A 
presentation and four demonstrations taking 
place at the Narragansett Bay Test Facility 
gave attendees a better understanding of the 
technologies being developed to manage the 
challenge of UUVs. 

The Harbor and Restricted Waterway Counter–UUV System is a two-year e� ort with the goal of providing an end-to-end, detect-to-
defeat capability against small and mid-sized UUVs. The system used for the UUV e� ort is called ARGUS, from the name of the all-
seeing watchman in Greek mythology who had a hundred eyes. What started as diver and swimmer detection can now detect UUVs. 

The team also supported testing for the Navy Special Warfare Group Three in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, that included multi-national 
partners.

Waterside Security 

Ranges, Engineering, and Analysis (Code 70)

Undersea Warfare Training Range Charged Ahead
The Ranges, Engineering, and Analysis Department successfully completed the production representative segment of the Undersea 
Warfare Training Range (USWTR) Increment I Program. Future USWTR Increments are planned for the Southern California O� shore Range 
and the Paci� c Missile Range Facility. Once operational, USWTR will begin its incorporation into the Naval Air Station at Jacksonville, Fla., 
Fleet Area Control and Surveillance Facility and will be renamed the Jacksonville Shallow Water Training Range (JSWTR).  

The primary mission of the JSWTR is to support Fleet readiness through training and tactical development of submarine, surface ship, 
and aircraft undersea warfare capabilities.  Secondary missions include training in shallow water and regional con� ict operations.  Timely 
and accurate feedback of training performance to exercise participants and the ability to rapidly reconstruct the training event contribute 
signi� cantly to the quality of this complex training.  These capabilities may only be realized through the use of an instrumented, at-sea 
training range.  

At present, the only operational Atlantic 
Undersea Warfare instrumented range 
supporting Fleet training is located in a 
deep-water environment, requiring that 
results be extrapolated to apply to the 
critically di� erent conditions of shallow 
water.  Speculation and interpretation 
are required to evaluate crew and 
equipment performance, reducing the 
veracity of the feedback. JSWTR will 
provide a training environment that 
is consistent with real-world threat 
situations, where training exercises can 
be conducted under safe and controlled 
conditions, and with critically important 
real-time feedback that eliminates 
the need for iterative method training 
events to validate and con� rm results.  

Program lead briefed new technology.

The USWTR team
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Narragansett Bay Test Facility Supported Year-Round Testing
The range facility on Narragansett Bay, the Engineering and Diving Support Unit (EDSU), and the Torpedo Recovery Team are all part of 
the Narragansett Bay Test Facility (NBTF) and in 2018 provided personnel and support for a multitude of test events. 

The Range
The NBTF range conducted in-water testing throughout the inner and outer ranges, working with industry, academia, other warfare 
centers and Navy organizations, as well as other Division Newport departments. 

Partnerships with the Applied Research Laboratory Penn State University led to NBTF providing support to conduct undersea � ber 
survivability testing. Another notable project was the AN/AQS-20 Towed Body testing where the tow body was towed by the NBTF’s 
Torpedo Weapons Retriever. This showcases a collaboration with industry, NAVSEA Program Management System 406, and Division 
Newport that furthered Fleet capabilities. Other Division Newport departments performed � rst-time testing at NBTF including the 
Improved Mast Test Vehicle, which utilized a semi-submersible � oating platform to simulate a condition seen on a submarine.

In August, the NBTF was the site of the Advanced Naval Technology Exercise with numerous, concurrent in-water exercises being 
completed over several days. The event used both the inner and outer ranges as well as its airspace, which allowed all participants to 
complete their test objectives and showcase their technologies to the government in a real-time environment. The NBTF team applied 
their expertise in planning and execution that resulted in successful testing and the collection of valuable objective quality evidence.

EDSU
EDSU is comprised of engineers and technicians who are also Navy-trained divers. The high-performing team supported numerous 
projects at NBTF and locations around the world in 2018.  EDSU dive support ranged from facility repairs at Dodge Pond and NBTF 
to Navy Fleet platform repairs, and a wide array of system test support.  EDSU dive support ensured test objectives were achieved 
and provided the Fleet and Division Newport with timely in-water maintenance and repairs ensuring key assets returned to service 
avoiding extensive dry-dock delays and expenses.  

Torpedo Recovery
The Torpedo Recovery team – composed of engineers and technicians 
throughout the Division who receive specialized ordnance handling and 
shipboard training – provided recovery support to multiple Fleet events and 
provided countless site support visits in 2018.  Fleet events supported in 2018 
include both heavyweight and lightweight recovery events on both coasts 
and the polar cap as well as the annual Submarine Commander’s Course. 
Multiple site support training events were conducted to ensure recovery 
equipment deployed worldwide meets the established standards and that 
personnel are properly trained and possess su�  cient pro� ciency to conduct 
torpedo recovery operations.

EDSU diver made on-site repairs. Divers assisted with cannon recovery.

The NBTF in action.
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King� sh Achieved Major Milestone 
The King� sh unmanned undersea vehicle (UUV) Increment II project completed a successful milestone in October. As stated by 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Program O�  ce (PMS 408), the “Mark 18 Mod 2 UUV Increment II System has demonstrated continuous 
improvement in performance and maturity to proceed to the Engineering and Manufacturing Development phase.” The Acquisition 
Category IV-M program will proceed into the 
Engineering and Manufacturing Development 
Phase as a Chief of Naval Operations/Assistant 
Secretary of the Navy Research, Development and 
Acquisition designated accelerated acquisition 
program.  The King� sh Increment II update enables 
automatic target recognition and the autonomous 
requiring, identi� cation, and marking of mine-like 
objects for further action.  This signi� cant upgrade 
will further the Navy’s ability to conduct mine 
clearance operations while keeping the Sailors 
out of the mine� eld. Personnel from the Undersea 
Warfare Vehicles, Weapons, and Defensive Systems 
Department led the project and teamed with 
government, academia, and industry partners to 
deliver this capability. 

Teaming with Foreign Allies Developed Next-Generation Target 
Division Newport conducted Foreign Comparative Test (FCT) activities at the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC) for 
the Swede Saab AUV62-AT Target system. The objective of the FCT was to evaluate the Saab AUV62-AT as a potential mobile training 
target. Tests were conducted in September and included engagements against Mark 48 and Mark 54 torpedoes, as well as the � rst 
Mark 30, the current mobile training target. This event, conducted by a crew out of Jacksonville, Fla., performed tracking run-ins and 
launch simulations with recoverable exercise torpedo drops. All main objectives from these events were met. Overall, the Saab AUV62-
AT performed quite well, and the Division received great feedback from users and range personnel. Plans for continuing evaluations in 
2019 are in progress.

King� sh Achieved Major Milestone King� sh Achieved Major Milestone 

Undersea Warfare Weapons, Vehicles, 
and Defensive Systems (Code 85)

King� sh

Test team completed all objectives.
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Farewell USS Racine
In July, the Undersea Warfare Weapons, Vehicles, and Defensive 
Systems Department contributed to a Sinking Exercise that was 
conducted during the Rim of the Paci� c. A Mark 48 Torpedo was 
launched from a U.S. Navy submarine resulting in detonation, 
“breaking the back” of the retired Newport class Landing 
Ship-Tank amphibious ship USS Racine. The Undersea Warfare 
Vehicles, Weapons, and Defensive Systems Department is the 
Technical Design Agent for the Mark 48 Torpedo and develops 
the weapon tactical software. Division Newport also supported 
preparation and post run assessments for this exercise.  

Defensive Systems Team 
Provided Critical Technical Assist 
in Thailand
Personnel from the Undersea Warfare Vehicles, Weapons, and 
Defensive Systems Department provided a critical AN/SLQ-25A 
“Nixie” technical assist to the USNS Rappahannock. The technical 
assist included system troubleshooting and repairs, installation 
of engineering changes to improve supportability and safety, 
system pier side testing, and an operational test of the system 
at sea to enable the ship to get back underway. As a result of 
this outstanding support, engineers from the Undersea Defense 
and Intelligence Support Systems Division received letters of 
appreciation from the ship commander.

this outstanding support, engineers from the Undersea Defense 
and Intelligence Support Systems Division received letters of 
appreciation from the ship commander.

Department Led the Way
in Flexible Contracting
The Unmanned Undersea Vehicle (UUV) Family of Systems (FoS) 
contract was awarded in July to 23 industry partners. This multi-
award contract is for the development and rapid � elding of 
unmanned underwater vehicle technologies. Division Newport 
developed the requirement, conducted the technical reviews, and 
will serve as the contracting activity for this contract. The Undersea 
Warfare Vehicles, Weapons, and Defensive Systems Department 
held an Industry Day in September with more than 70 attendees 
representing 57 companies. Other organizations internal and 
external to Division Newport are now following the department’s 
FoS model. The Undersea Warfare Vehicles, Weapons, and Defensive 
Systems Department is also pursuing an FoS contract for weapons 
and defensive system with award expected in calendar year 2020.

Farewell USS Racine

Presidential Memorandum Underscored Importance of Fuel Cell Research
In October, a Presidential memorandum approved a scale-up in the production of aluminum hydride (alane), a highly e�  cient and 
safe hydrogen storage material and a top priority for fuel cell-based, high-energy systems. The Energy and Propulsion Branch has 
been investigating proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells for use in mid-sized unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV) and alane 
appears to be a key enabler that could help evolve this technology. The goal is to increase mission endurance and capability of UUVs. 
The challenge is the shortage of alane; this compound does not occur in nature, requires highly-skilled production processes, and is 
only available in limited, small, expensive research and development quantities. The limited availability of alane restrains Department 
of Defense research e� orts. The Defense Production Act’s Title III program gives the President the authority to ensure the availability 
of resources that can support national defense or homeland security by providing economic incentives to industry. A successful alane 
Title III would allow Division Newport to procure alane for its research and development and, ultimately, could lead to improved power, 
energy, safety, and endurance for mid-sized UUVs. 

The Weapons, Vehicles, and Defensive Systems team

Sinking exercise underway.
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Detachments

AUTEC Base Operations  
AUTEC detachment is a self-sustained facility that provides all the services to sustain a 
small city, such as electric power, water, sewage, and waste management. Code 7032 
AUTEC Base Operations include Public Works, Facilities Engineering, Transportation, 
Housing, Environmental, Safety & Health (ES&H), and the Utilities departments that 
provides infrastructure and facilities sustainment. During 2018, Base Operations 
accomplished signi� cant infrastructure improvements: reroo� ng hurricane Matthew 
(2016) damaged facilities, transient lodging renovations, repair of critical helicopter 
weapon recovery pads, replacement of various HVAC systems, a complete renovation of 
the Main Dining Facility, replacement of the concrete batch plant, and construction of a 
new Lithium-Ion Battery Charging Facility. 

Additional AUTEC ES&H accomplishments: hazardous waste generation and disposal 
decreased by approximately 40% from 2017, and recycling increased by 50% from 2017.

AUTEC Test Operations 
AUTEC Test Operations provided proven support with 2018 being a 
highly productive year with a total of 3,442 hours logged, including 
1,400 hours of Real‐Time Display Center support. Test support 
included 2,695 underway hours for Marine Operations support craft 
and 112 Helicopter Weapon and Target recoveries.

AUTEC operations
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DRESDEN, NY  (SENECA LAKE)

Sonar Test Facility

NIANTIC, CT  (DODGE POND)

Acoustic Measurement Facility 

FISHERS ISLAND, NY

Electromagnetic Test Facility

OKAHUMPKA, FL  (BUGG SPRING)

Tactical Towed Array Calibration Facility

Shipboard Electronic Systems Evaluation Facility

CATEGORY 1 DETACHMENT
DETACHMENT
REMOTE/SITE OFFICE
MISCELLANEOUS SITE

AUTEC - ANDROS ISLAND, BAHAMAS

Deep Water Undersea System Test and Evaluation

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA  (FORT STORY)

WEST PALM BEACH, FL
FEO NORFOLK, VA
BANGOR, WA
MANASSAS, VA
SAN DIEGO, CA
MAYPORT, FL
KINGS BAY, GA
WILLIAMSBURG, VA
KEYPORT, WA
CNMOC STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MS
Rota, Spain

AUTEC Ranges Continued to 
Provide World-Class Support  
The ranges at the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center 
(AUTEC) are located in the Tongue of the Ocean and operated 
from Andros Island, Bahamas. AUTEC provides unique research, 
development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) capabilities for 
testing and pro� ciency training of sensor and weapon systems 
for submarines, surface ships, rotary wing, and � xed wing aircraft 
operations. The high level of utilization of AUTEC’s ranges, assets, 
and other resources are a testament to its capabilities and value to 
its customers in meeting their mission objectives.



Navy Established Shipboard Electronic Systems Evaluation Facility
Established Mobile Capability in Guam 
The U.S. Navy’s Shipboard Electronic Systems Evaluation Facility (SESEF) program recently 
established mobile SESEF electromagnetic direction, � nding testing and evaluation 
capability at Naval Base Guam.  

The mission of SESEFs is to provide engineering activities with a dependable and 
technically capable source for real-time comparative electronic warfare and radio 
frequency signal generation and analysis consistent with operational environments.  

The SESEF program is also establishing a permanent and full capability site on Naval Base 
Guam that is planned to be operational by 2020.  

Navy’s Sonar Systems Tested at Seneca Lake Facility 
Division Newport’s Seneca Lake Sonar Test Facility is world-renowned for its testing and evaluation of projects requiring relatively deep water 
with � xed underwater geometry heavy load-handling capabilities. 

Located in Dresden, NY, — 400 miles from its headquarters at Division Newport — the test facility is on Seneca Lake, one of the Finger Lakes 
in the heart of Central New York’s wine country. The lake is 38 miles long and 3.4 miles wide with its deepest point at 650 feet; the depth is 
about 480 feet where the test facility is located. It’s the deepest lake east of the Mississippi that is entirely located in the United States. 

Seneca Lake is a fairly sheltered test range, which makes it ideal for range operations. The fresh water, however, forces testers to make 
allowances and adjustments for salt water calculations.

The main feature of the test facility is its Systems Measurement Platform (SMP), a massive catamaran-type platform with a 220-ton crane 
built into its superstructure. This platform was assembled in place in the late 1960s and comprises three specialized test stations that are 
completely integrated and totally compatible for any acoustic measurement of today and the foreseeable future. The SMP is located about 
one mile o� shore and can be accessed by a 10- to 15-minute boat ride.

The facility can support any Navy testing but Seneca Lake is known for its high power (it maintains its own substation) and heavy lift in a 
relatively calm environment. 

Navy’s Sonar Systems Tested at Seneca Lake Facility Navy’s Sonar Systems Tested at Seneca Lake Facility 

Aerial view of Seneca Lake

The Seneca Lake Sonar Test Facility team

Command established detachment on Guam
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Work-Life Balance

Volunteering as an Emergency Medical TechnicianBlacksmithing

Exhibiting Art

Playing with the Naticks
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Kite BoardingLearning to Fly



Playing Drums in a Civic Band Coaching Soccer

Teaching ChessBikingFire� ghter

Sailing Attending alumni events
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Sustain Business 
Excellence in 
Working Capital Fund 
Management

Financial Perspective Target     Results

Net Operating Result (NOR) Variance ($0.0M) $0.0 $14.7
Actual $ Direct (New Orders) ($M) $808 $778
Total Direct Workyears 2346 2524
% of Employees on track or Financial Management Certifi cation  80% 88%

Financial Perspective Target     Results

FY18 Balanced Scorecard

Customer/Stakeholder Perspective

% Available Mission Critical Field Team Positions Filled 100% 100%

Customer Survey Overall Satisfaction Rating  90% 96%

Ensure Regulatory 
Compliance

Execute Technical 
Commitments as Promised

Ensure Strategic Awareness 
and Communications

Target     Results
Federal Information Security Management Act Certifi cation and Accreditation 0 0
Information Assurance Vulnerability Management 0 0
Environmental Spills  0 >0
Security Violations 0 >0
Electronic Spills 0 >0

Internal Perspective

% Division Overhead Allocated to Internal Investment Program 13% 15%

Ensure Continuous 
Improvement 

Optimize Internal 
Investment Portfolio

Steward Technical 
Capabilities

Foster Innovation and 
Collaboration

Meet Commercial 
Acquisition Objectives

Target     Results
FY18 CPI Executive Planning Session Execution ($K) $14,000  $30,187 
FY16 CPI Event Validations ($K) $22,431  $20,101 

% Competitive Contracts 85% 91%
% Single Bid Contracts <20% 16%
% of Contract Obligated Funds Awarded to Small Business 34.94% 35.5%

% of Total S&T Workyears  8% 7%
Number S&T Direct Workyears  195 161
Number of S&T Indirect Workyears (NISE)  50 70
Refereed Open Literature Publications 75 67

Patent Applications Filed 36 26
Invention Disclosures  60 43
% of Externally Co-Authored Publications  >10% 31%
Number of Active Partnership Agreements 217 298
Number of Distinct Partners 156 184
Number of New Partnership Agreements Established  79 141

Employee Perspective

Recruit and Retain High 
Caliber Workforce

Train and Mentor 
Workforce in Mission-
Critical Competencies

Target     Results
End Strength  3347 3351
Planned Attrition  179 199
External Hires  325 326
Retention Rate:  5+ Years  90% 86%
External Awards Participation  7% 8%
Employees with Advanced Degrees (Total Workforce)  28% Masters; 5% PhDs 28%/5%
Scientists and Engineers with Advanced Degrees  32% Masters; 5% PhDs 32%/5%

% Investment allocated to New Professionals 10% 11%
% of Employees that are non-compliant with DAWIA Field Certifi cations   0% 1%
% of Employees that are non-compliant with DAWIA Continuous Learning Points   0% 4%

Net Operating Result (NOR) Variance ($0.0M) $0.0 $14.7
Actual $ Direct (New Orders) ($M) $808 $778
Total Direct Workyears 2346 2524
% of Employees on track or Financial Management Certifi cation  80% 88%

% Available Mission Critical Field Team Positions Filled 100% 100%

Customer Survey Overall Satisfaction Rating  90% 96%
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Refereed Open Literature Publications 75 67
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End Strength  3347 3351
Planned Attrition  179 199
External Hires  325 326
Retention Rate:  5+ Years  90% 86%
External Awards Participation  7% 8%
Employees with Advanced Degrees (Total Workforce)  28% Masters; 5% PhDs 28%/5%
Scientists and Engineers with Advanced Degrees  32% Masters; 5% PhDs 32%/5%
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• Target: $0.0
• Results within performance parameters.

• Target: $14,000
• Results exceeded the target.

• Target: 325
• Results met performance parameters.

• Target: 100%
• Results met performance parameters.

• Target: 90%
• Results exceeded the target.

• Target: $808K
• Results within performance parameters.

• Target: 8%
• Results within performance parameters.

• Target: 90%
• Results within performance parameters.

• Target: 75%
• Results within performance parameters.

• Target: 40%
• Results within performance parameters.

• Target: 7%
• Results exceeded the target.

These measures represent a small sample
of Division Newport’s performance measurements.Trend Data - Balanced Scorecard Measures These measures represent a small sampleTrend Data - Balanced Scorecard Measures
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Net Operating Result (NOR) Variance ($0.0M)

Customer Survey Overall Satisfaction Rating

% of Total S&T Workyears

External Hires Retention Rate: 5+ Years External Awards Participation %

RDT&E Current FY Authorized Funding %

% Available Mission Critical Field Team Positions Filled

FY18 CPI Executive Planning Session Execution ($K)

Actual $ Direct (New Orders) ($K) % of Direct Workyears to Total Workyears
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Division Newport’s Economic Impact Breakdown 

Economic Impact

5,696
Total Workforce
in Southeastern

New England

 Total Employment 
by Classifi ca� on

Civil Service
Employment

Contract
Work-Years

Est Overall
Employment

 Engineering/Science ............................. 2,386 ........................937 ..................... 3,323
Technician  ............................................... 226 ........................556 ........................ 782
Informa� on Technology ......................... 137 ........................109 ........................ 246
Professional Administra� ve ................... 448 ........................804 ..................... 1,252
Administra� ve Support ........................... 32 ........................105 ........................ 137
Clerical .................................................... 37 ..........................70 ........................ 107
Wage Grade/Other .................................... 1 ..........................21 ..........................22
Students .................................................. 65 ........................... 0 ..........................65
Total ................................................... 3,332 .....................2,602 ..................... 5,934

 Total Employment 
by Classifi ca� on

Civil Service
Employment

Contract
Work-Years

 Engineering/Science

Massachusetts

961

Connecticut

266

Rhode
Island

4,469

Data as of 9/30/18

5,934
Total Work 

Years 
(government and 

contractor)

3,332 .....................

$1.123 
Billion

Total Funding

$714 
Million to

Local Economy
for payroll, contracts, 

construction,
and services
 purchased
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Division Newport is one of the two divisions of the Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC). Its mission is to support NUWC by 
providing research, development, test and evaluation, engineering and Fleet support for submarines, autonomous underwater 
systems, undersea o� ensive and defensive weapon systems, and countermeasures associated with undersea warfare. The range 
of Division Newport’s e� orts extends from participation in fundamental research to support of evolving operational capabilities 
in the Fleet, with the major thrust being in applied research and system development. 

Division Newport is the largest federal activity in Rhode Island and is a major contributor to the economy of Southern New 
England. In � scal year (FY) 2018, Division Newport had a total funded program that exceeded $1.1 billion, employing 3,332 
civilian employees and 25 attached military personnel. Of the full-time government civilian sta� , 72 percent are classi� ed as 
scientists or engineers and approximately 37 percent hold graduate degrees. Of its total operating budget, more than $714 
million went to the local economy for payroll, construction, facility support, services, and local contracts. Of the total contracted 
work-years executed during � scal year 2018 — approximately 2,602 work years — most went for engineering services. The 
total combined government and contractor workforce for FY18 was 5,934 positions, 96% of which reside in Southeastern New 
England states of Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut.
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With increasing demand signals for our undersea warfare products and services, Division 
Newport is well positioned to ensure our sustained relevance in the undersea domain. Our 
strength lies in our commitment to workforce development, innovation, and a� ordability, 
which combine to ensure our continued technical excellence and leading role in supporting 
the technical and operational excellence of the U.S. Navy.  

The Command’s focus for the out years will be a continued emphasis on our Strategic 
Guidance, which aligns Division Newport goals and objectives with higher-level Navy 
guidance. We will continue our e� orts to embrace a culture of inclusion and ensure 
engagement exists across the Division. We will optimize workforce development e� orts 
to increase our pro� ciency, facilitate career progressions, and enable the personal and 
professional growth of our world-class workforce through knowledge sharing, rotational 
assignments, leadership programs, skill development, and academic degree programs. We 
will expand our collaboration with other government, industry, and academia to improve 
war� ghting capability for our U.S. Navy and to ensure that a larger, more lethal naval force is 
prepared to conduct combat operations against peer adversaries in any high-intensity con� ict 
around the world. We will continue our e� orts in Model Based Systems Engineering and Live 
Virtual and Constructive initiatives, working toward achieving the Navy’s digital strategy. We 
will continue to integrate cybersecurity solutions into our current and future products and 
in every facet of our business to protect, detect, react, and restore our systems from cyber-
attacks. We will optimize our technical and business processes to increase speed and agility 
by maximizing use of available Science & Technology Reinvention Lab authorities; leveraging 
digital tools, technologies and data analytics to improve performance, reduce cycle times, 
and support informed and rapid decision making; and streamlining processes to eliminate 
barriers, reduce timelines, and reduce costs. We will maintain technical rigor of our business 
and technical processes to ensure Fleet readiness today and innovate for next generation 
systems tomorrow. We will continue to monitor and assess our progress in support of the 
Navy’s Design for Maintaining Maritime Superiority 2.0 and NAVSEA’s Campaign Plan 2.0 to 
Expand the Advantage focused through the lens of our Undersea Warfare vision — Undersea 
Superiority Today and Tomorrow.
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